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GLOBAL POLITICAL ECONOMY AND HEALTH POLICIES 

GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH POLICIES 
 
Feride Aksu Tanık 
Prof. of Public Health  
Ege University Faculty of Medicine Department of Public Health 

 

This lecture is about how capitalism determines health and health care through 

organizations and mechanisms such as the IMF and “structural adjustment packages”, 

WB and “Poverty Reduction Strategies”, WTO and “GATS, TRIPS agreements”, WHO 

and “health reform” on global health policies. 

Aims  

The aim of this lecture is to present the historical background of neo-liberal policies 

starting from the Bretton Woods conference:  

1.   To identify and review some key reports, episodes, phases and struggles which 

were of outstanding significance for global health and for global economic regulation 

since World War 2; 

2.   To discuss the organizational structure and the policies of the IMF, WB and WTO 

and their effects on health policies all around the world; 

3.   To explore the links between capitalist production relationships and health 

development; 

4.   To gain an understanding of struggle for right to health. 

Objectives  

Students will be able 

1. To explore the organizational structure and the policies of the IMF, WB and 

WTO and their effects on health policies all around the world 

2. To define the organizations and mechanisms of capitalism 

3. To keep global economic justice and human solidarity at the centre of health 

policy discussion 

4. To define the health inequalities 

5. To understand and take part in struggle for the Right to Health and Health Care 
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In 1944, while the Second World War was still continuing a conference was held in 

Bretton Woods- USA in order to establish the main financial actors of capitalism such 

as World Bank, International Monetary Fund and World Trade Organization. These 

institutions were established one by one and took a great part in the changing process 

of social policies.  

International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

The IMF was established in 1947. It was created in order to lend to countries to 

prevent currency fluctuations due to short term imbalances in trade flows. The 

declared aim was “improving international trade” but in reality it was aimed at 

opening the borders to powerful monopoles and abandoning the principles of the 

social state. The IMF proposed the Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) which set 

the conditions for getting new loans or for obtaining lower interest rates on existing 

loans.  

World Bank (WB)   

The WB was established in 1944. It provided credits for development after the Second 

World War, in addition to the investment credits to the countries of the southern 

hemisphere. The aims of the WB were liberalization of trade, deregulation of banking 

system, privatisation of public enterprises, tax reform, privatisation of agriculture etc. 

After the 1980s WB joins the IMF in managing Third World debt and after 1990s WB 

becomes the major development assistance funder (far surpasses WHO as a donor to 

health projects). In 1993 the WB published the “Investing in Health” report. This report 

was about how to synchronize the structural adjustment programs to health and how 

to improve health in spite of poverty. In fact it was a response to the criticism of 

impact of Structural Adjustment Programs on health.  

World Trade Organization 

1944 – 1995 was the period of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) in 

which progressive re-negotiation of international agreements on tariffs and slow 

progress towards trade liberalization (especially manufactured goods) occurred. In 

1995 the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations was finalized and the World Trade 

Organization established. It is an international, multilateral organization, organizing 

the global trade through 30 agreements. More than 150 countries are members of 

WTO. Agreements particularly relevant to health are GATS (General Agreement on 
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Trade in Services) and TRIPs (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights) agreements.  

GATS 

The treaty was created to extend the multilateral trading system to the service sector 

such as health care and education. There is a definition of “public services available for 

economic benefit!” and no services are excluded. Even though these services are given 

by the public sector they are sold at market prices and employment should be similar 

to the private sector, which means it should be flexible, according to quality norms and 

insecure. Payment should be performance based. Commercialisation and the 

commodification of health care have been realized through the principles of GATS 

agreement.  

TRIPS 

This agreement dictates that products without trademark and patent will not have a 

share from world trade. TRIPS Provides the producer with the right to a20-year 

monopoly on the production and selling vaccines and drugs. In addition it prohibits 

others from using, selling, and importing the product. This means millions of 

preventable diseases and deaths for underdeveloped countries. Because TRIPS 

prohibits the member states from consuming generic drugs and vaccines. In 2005 all 

the vaccines except for the conventional ones are covered by patent protection. This 

means many preventable deaths in poor countries.  

The crisis of capitalism 

The Law of Value is a key concept. The formula is (c + v + s = W) where (c) is capital, (v) 

is variable capital or labour(s) is surplus and (W) is value of the product. In order to 

increase the surplus variable capital should be decreased. But if variable capital is 

decreased, demand also decreases. The mechanization of production creates less need 

for labour and unemployment. Unemployment results as inadequate consumer 

demand.  

There are expansion, stagnation and recession stages in capitalist production known 

as’ waves of capitalism’. When it is in stagnation or recession social expenditures are 

accepted as a heavy load for the economy. The crisis of capitalism effects health in two 

ways: 
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1. Decrease of need for labour 

a. Unemployment 

b. Decrease of wages  

c. Poverty 

2. Decrease of public investment and spending 

a. Transfer of public funds to capitalists 

b. Decrease in the coverage of social insurance 

c. Decrease in the coverage of minimum health package 

d. Increase in the prices of medicines 

What is health?  

Health is physical, mental, social well-being and the ability of collective production and 

equal distribution of the needs, protection of biological and mental integrity of human 

beings and socialization in an organized society. The main determinants of health are 

relations of production and relations of distribution. There are also intermediate 

determinants such as economical, political, social and environmental factors.  

Intermediate determinants and the health results in the structural crisis of capitalism 
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What are the proposed solutions to Economic Crises? 

The Washington Consensus between the IMF and the WB, Structural Adjustment 

Programs, reorganization of services according to market economy and health reform 

are the solutions proposed by Bretton Woods organizations.   

Washington Consensus 

The Washington Consensus between the IMF and the WB includes fiscal policy 

discipline, redirection of public spending from subsidies toward primary education, 

primary health care and infrastructure investment, tax reform, competitive exchange 

rates, trade liberalization, foreign direct investment, privatisation of state enterprises, 

deregulation of financial institutions, and legal security for property rights.  

Structural Adjustment Programs 

SAPs include cutting social expenditures, focusing economic output on direct export 

and resource extraction, devaluation of currencies, trade liberalization, increasing the 

stability of investment with the opening of domestic stock markets, balancing budgets, 

removing price controls and state subsidies, privatisation, enhancing the rights of 

foreign investors vis-à-vis national laws, improving governance and fighting corruption. 

In other words for health care it means minimal cost effective interventions for the 

poor and private care and private insurance for the rest of the population.  

Health reform 

In health reform philosophy health is a need versus right and access to health care is 

personal responsibility versus public responsibility. This reflects the neo-liberal change 

of concepts. Health reform includes the limitation of public funds for health, an 

increase of foreign capital support, the privatisation of health services, 

decentralization, contract based working in public services, private health insurances 

and public financing techniques. One of the main aspects of health reform is the cost 

efficiency approach and the health packages. The WB has declared that health 

packages should have limited coverage, in other words a health package can/should 

not cover everything. At the same time it has proposed that the content of the 

package should be prioritised in order to determine what should be covered. 

Prioritisation has been carried out by an evaluation of the Cost-Effectiveness of the 

diseases. For that reason Burden of Disease evaluations have been done through DALY 

calculations.  



 

Figure 1: Examples of DALY calculations in Turkey

These calculations bring the question of “who 

unacceptable. On the other hand 

independence and the professional autonomy of a physician. 

Health care should be based on the needs of the society not the demands of the 

consumers. Because usually people are not aware of their health needs. In addition the 

needs that people are aware of are not demanded all the time. And the demanded 

needs are not met always. 

Health should be a right and access to health care should be under the responsibility 

and protection of the state.  
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THE VICIOUS CIRCLE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH, HEALTH CARE 

AND HEALTH NEEDS FUNDING 
 
Alexis Benos, Prof in Social Medicine& Primary Health Care 
Observatory of the Privatisation of Health services, Laboratory of Hygiene & Social 
Medicine, Medical School, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece   

 

The main outputs of the international economic & political crisis produced by neo-

liberal globalisation are both wealth accumulation for very few and at the same time 

deterioration of working & living conditions for the majority of the population. In 

parallel, an important aspect of the same policies is the deliberate dismantlement and 

privatisation of ALL public infrastructure, including social and health services. 

These policies are therefore producing inequalities in the health status of populations 

firstly because they aggravate the causes of the causes of the diseases. 

On the other hand they are producing inequalities in health care access by both the 

dismantlement of the welfare state and services (leading to the unavailability of 

services) and the introduction of economic barriers –fees and privatisation - (resulting 

inaccessibility). Finally the inelastic need for health care is today the main cause for the 

economic bankruptcy of thousands of households. 

Inequalities in health status - Today, it is internationally recognised that the causes of 

all diseases are the conditions of everyday life. Health is determined by the socio-

economic situation. The existing socio-economic inequalities, both between and within 

countries, are therefore producing important health inequalities. Infant Mortality, as 

shown in Figure 2, is enormous in the poorer regions of the world whereas it is actually 

not a problem in the rich countries. 

 Figure 2: Mortality 1- 4 y.o. 
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Life expectancy by occupational group, in England and Wales, the period  2002 – 2005 

was almost 8 years longer for the social group of professionals compared with the 

group of unskilled manual workers (OECD  2009- Health working paper N.43) 

Male life expectancy at age 40 by income class, in Germany – UK – USA is on average 

higher by more than 4 years within the high income social class compared with the low 

income (OECD 2009-Health working paper N.43). 

Rate ratios of male total mortality by occupational class, Western Europe as shown in 

Figure 3, provide evidence that inequalities in life and death are rising in this wealthy 

part of the world. 

Figure 3: Mortality ratios in selected European countries (low/ high occupational 

classes) 

 

Source: Meckenbach J (2006) Health inequalities: Europe in profile 
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A wealth of similar data is providing unquestionable evidence that inequalities in 

health status are not only a reality, but – as a result of the dominant policies – are 

getting larger. It is important to realise that lower social classes not only live shorter 

lives, but also spend a larger number of years in ill-health, as their health is severely 

damaged by their social position. This leads to the fact that the lower social classes 

have more needs for health care services. How are we responding to these unmet 

needs? 

Inequalities in health care access 

The socio-political context in Europe after the Second World War was characterised by 

the “welfarist consensus” that dominated the development of publicly funded and run 

health & social services.  

The underlying culture of social solidarity was severely questioned by the market 

driven “reforms” implemented in the E.U. over the last twenty years.  The new 

dominating neo-liberalist consensus, driven by the goal for the development of a 

competitive European market, implemented concrete monetarist policies of 

retrenchment in all welfare policies, formally implemented by the Maastricht treaty in 

1991. 

An important aspect of this procedure is that all these regressive policies were 

implemented with no serious social and political resistance, possibly because the 

leading political force during this period was social democracy.    

In the international setting, during the same period, a shift of power was realised in 

health policies from the WHO to the OECD and the World Bank. 

The “reforms”’ rhetoric was based firstly on a campaign of blaming the public sector, 

based on characteristics implemented by the same political forces ruling during all that 

period in all European countries.  

Public health systems were blamed and defined as bureaucratic and over centralised, 

overspending and inefficiently managed, staffed by inadequate health workers without 

incentives, control and evaluation, led by non accountable clinical practice and offering 

low quality services. 

In parallel the same campaign aimed at the implementation of the “reforms” was using 

a rhetoric praising the private sector.  
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The private sector was presented as by definition decentralised, efficient and cost-

effective, as an unquestionable source of private investments relieving public budget 

deficits. As a sector characterised by the professional attitudes of health workers 

(imposed by job insecurity and precarity), by the application of evidence-based clinical 

practice and driven by an inherent internal market competition which promotes 

quality of services. 

Beliefs in the setting of neo-liberalist globalisation 

Health is considered as a commodity delivered under the rules of market economy. 

The shift from solidarity to individualism is driven from services built on the 

community needs-based resource allocation to the individualistic consumerism and 

membership-based practices. 

Sadly, but understandably, the leading role in implementing these reforms in Europe 

was taken by the United Kingdom labour government that undertook the historical 

task to destroy the National Health Service – an NHS that had continuously served the 

British people and  it was something to be proud of internationally. 

The main market-driven health reforms introduced were the implementation of 

regulated competition and the establishment of an internal market in the NHS through 

the provider – purchaser split. Using market jargon and targets as “Money follows the 

patient”, the role of economic gate keeping fund-holding GPs was introduced. 

Public Private Partnerships and Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) were implemented 

offering important structures, assets, functions and even public property to private 

interests.   

Primary Health Care was deliberately dismantled from its comprehensive perspective 

to the selective approach as introduced through the GOBI model (growth monitoring; 

oral rehydration therapy; breast feeding; Immunisation) and the FFF practice (Family 

planning; food supplements; and female education). 

Impact of neo-liberal policies on the health of the populations 

As shown in Figure 4 the cost barriers implemented in EU countries, praised as 

successful cost containment policies by the profit-making sector, produced severe 

access problems to health services leading to a growth of unmet health care needs in 

several countries. Medical care is denied, tests are skipped together with the follow-up 
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of chronically ill patients, and even the skipping of treatment continuity due to the cost 

of the procedures is becoming dangerously the common.    

Figure 4 

 

The inverse care law  

On the other hand another phenomenon that is growing is the consumerism of health 

services addressed to young, rich and healthy people, excluding those in real needs.  

This is what was defined by Julian Tudor Art as the application of the inverse care law 

where those with lesser needs are consuming more and those in greater need are 

denied all kind of health care service. 

Economic barriers are obstructing access to health services especially for those that 

have the greater needs such as the elderly, frail, unemployed and poor people, 

immigrants, all with growing care needs. 

As real health care needs are inelastic, the above situation is driving the lower income 

classes to spend the highest percentage of their income when they need health care 

(Figure 5).  

Figure 5  

Unmet health care needs because of costs, in 

selected European countries 2007
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Finally, as shown in Figure 6, the unquestionable needs for health care and the cynical 

request of marketised services for personal funding by the patient of the services 

provided, produces more poverty to the population.  Health expenditures are the 

leading cause of household bankruptcy in several countries. 

Figure 6 

 

In this way the vicious circle driving to the social destruction is closing, as health care 

needs are producing more poverty to those already at higher risk.  And deeper poverty 

is threatening to a greater extent the health status of these populations, producing 

more acute health care needs. It is obvious that his circle has no end, other than the 

social desert and barbarism. It is therefore apparent that another alternative is 
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urgently needed, replacing the profit-making approach with a needs-based 

development, targeting it to a human and democratic society. 
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THE CHALLENGE OF WORK IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 
 
Steve Jefferys 
Professor of European Employment Studies,  
Working Lives Research Institute, 
London Metropolitan University 

 

Up to 10 years ago when I went to see the doctor, the doctor used to ask me to sit 

down facing him or her and then have a direct conversation with me about how I felt 

and why I had come. Today, the same doctor usually behaves quite differently. S/he 

sits me down to one side, and spends at least the first five minutes with me – and 

often virtually the whole consultation - looking at a computer screen and typing. 

Work is undergoing massive changes and they are taking place noticeably within our 

own life times. Some kinds of work, such as writing with a pen, have virtually 

disappeared, while work with keyboards (formerly typewriters) that used to be done 

by only a few people, are now done by nearly everyone, often in circumstances that – 

such as in this situation described above – render human-to-human relations quite 

artificial.  

At the same time other kinds of work, such as manual semi-skilled assembly work, that 

used to dominate whole regions of Western Europe, have been relocated elsewhere in 

the world. 

This paper first tries to understand what is happening, and whether there is any 

consistency or pattern in the changes taking place. It then seeks to situate these 

changes within their global and then European contexts. Finally it presents some of the 

challenges these changes present. 

Typologies of work 

Work is commonly defined as a human mental or physical activity whose outcome is to 

purposefully transform the environment.  Marx argued that this activity should be 

known as ‘labour power’: the ‘capacity… of those bodily and mental capabilities 

existing in a human being, which he exercises whenever he produces a use-value of 

any kind’.  This precision is helpful, since it distinguishes between activities that require 

energy but which do not produce ‘use-values’ that can be exchanged, such as walking 

to the top of a hill and taking pleasure from seeing a beautiful sunset, and making a 
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painting of that sunset, something with a use-value. Our focus here is on work that 

produces use-values. 

The organisation of the production of use values is highly complex. There are many 

different forms in which that organisation takes place. Work can be essentially mental 

(as in writing a book), or essentially physical (as in digging a vegetable plot). Yet even 

the book writing involves physically moving a pen or typing on a keyboard, and digging 

requires mental consideration of where to start and how deep to dig. Unlike the 

activities of several other species, human work is usually a conscious, purpose-led 

series of actions that involve both mental and physical capacity. 

Work can be analysed along several different axes. Several of these are shown in 

Figure 7.  

Figure 7 Work characteristics 

 

The possibilities of the work situations shown in Figure 7 vary nearly infinitely. Often 

the precise location of the work being carried out will vary: a part of the work may be 

tightly controlled as part of a collective, and carried out frequently enough to be 

described as routine, and would not be carried out unless it were an obligatory part of 

the wage bargain or other contract involved; while another part of the same work 

might be non-routine, individually organised with autonomy over how it is carried out 
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and chosen because it is desired and/or interesting to the worker. Is work becoming 

more or less chosen, more or less autonomous, more or less routine, more or less 

individualised? Asking the question is important because evidence suggests that where 

job-satisfaction is lower, health risks related to work are higher. 

While most people’s work locations tend to be more stable (at least for specific spans 

of time) than are work characteristics, they may also vary considerably. Analytically, 

use-values are either produced at home (where a worker regularly sleeps and/or has 

their family) or outside the home. If the worker is based at home, the use-values may 

be internal - producing food for domestic consumption or servicing the family unit – or 

external – producing food for others, providing services to others remotely via the 

telephone or internet, or through intellectual and artistic activities. If work takes place 

away from home their workplace may be a fixed one, to which they go regularly or 

irregularly, although it may be close to their home or at some distance from it; or their 

workplace may be mobile, involving travel on land, by sea or in the air, or 

combinations of all of these. Here too, we must consider whether the locations of 

work are changing, and if so, in what directions? 

Working conditions, too, are evolving. They concern remuneration, how much the 

worker is paid, the length of time the worker has to keep producing use-values, and 

the risks attached to the specific activity. But each of these areas raises its own set of 

questions. Is remuneration above the societal or occupational average, at the average, 

or below it, or is the worker effectively a slave without any right to regular payment? Is 

the remuneration fixed and regular, is it related to performance, is it negotiated 

between the employer and a trade union or imposed? Who decides on the volume of 

working time? Is it the employer unilaterally, is it the requirement to finish the job, or 

is there any real choice by the producer of use-values? Are the daily hours long or 

short; when during the day or week do they take place; are they regular or irregular? 

Are there paid holidays and if so how many? What are the physical and mental risks 

attached to work? Are they higher or lower than they were? 

Finally, another way of thinking about changes in work is to consider the evolution of 

occupations. While the classical division between manual (unskilled, semi-skilled and 

highly skilled) and clerical and managerial and professional workers can be criticised 
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for failing to fully account for differences in training and levels of acquired knowledge, 

it is nonetheless still helpful in showing occupational patterns. In this context there is 

strong evidence that up until roughly 40 years ago, when social class began to be a 

major subject of enquiry, there was a roughly pyramid shape to occupational 

distribution, with fewer people at the very top and most at the bottom. Today, 

however, in Western Europe at least, there is a shape much more closely resembling 

an hour glass, with occupational distribution bunched both at the top, in the highly-

skilled white- collar and managerial professions, and at the bottom of the distribution, 

in much lower skilled sales and routine manual work. Figure 8 is based on the 2006 

European socio-economic classification. 

Figure 8 European occupations and social class, % distribution, 2006 

 

 

As the process of the hollowing-out of semi-skilled work and occupations took place, 

many of the gains made by workers in the 1960s and 1970s in terms of salaries and 

state benefits were lost. Figure 9 traces the decline in the share of ‘compensation’ to 

workers within the Gross Domestic Product of the whole EU15 from the 1960s to 2012, 

and of the EU 27 over the last ten years. 

Figure 9 European wage and transfer compensation as a % share of GDP 



 

Not surprisingly, this decline in wage share was matched by an increase in income 

inequality across most OECD economies, 
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Not surprisingly, this decline in wage share was matched by an increase in income 

inequality across most OECD economies, as shown in Figure 10. 

Rising household income inequality in most OECD countries
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400 million. 
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policy aim rather than 

maintenance of full 

employment 

policy aim markets; increasingly 

selective and 

conditional 

Taxation More regressive, 

preference for taxes 

on consumption 

rather than income 

and capital 

Keyes Nearly forgotten 

Economic 
growth 

Slower Technological 
change 

Rapid 

Unemployment Higher and of longer 

duration 

Establishment 
size 

Smaller 

Industrial 
structure 

Dominated by 

services rather than 

manufacturing 

Occupational 
structure 

Low demand for 

unskilled male labour; 

more managers 

Stock markets More important, free 

flow of capital across 

national boundaries 

Central banks More independent of 

national governments 

Public services Increasingly 

contracted out 

Public 
producers 
and utilities 

Mainly privatised 

MNCs More European 

MNCs and more 

global in focus 

Production More international; 

outsourcing 

National 
economy 

More integrated into 

European and world 

markets 

Employment More feminised; less 

job security; relative 

decline of trade union 

influence over rules 

Collectivism Le Social 
inequalities 

Greater 

 

Global work 

One view of the new hour-glass shape of societies in the West is that it is actually a 

part of the reshaping of a new global-sized pyramid. In the past, when only a small 

fraction of the world’s population was urbanised and involved in producing use values 

for global markets, the base of the pyramid was to be found in the slums and high 

infant mortality rates of Europe and America’s major cities. Today, the base of the 

pyramid has become global. Falling air travel costs and faster and cheaper sea 

transport have enabled much mass manufacturing to relocate from Western Europe 

and North America to Eastern Europe or to the Far East or to Central and South 

America, where among the attractions for foreign direct investment (FDI) have been 
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significantly lower wage costs and weak or non-existent trade unions as well as huge 

tax breaks.  

At the beginning of the 1980s there were 7,000 multinational companies in the world. 

Twenty years later UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 

2002) recorded 64,000 MNCs, with control over 870,000 subsidiaries. They employed 

54 million workers and represented 70 per cent of commercial flows. By 2005 the 

numbers of MNCs had risen to 78,000 and they were responsible for 10 per cent of the 

world’s GDP and one third of the world’s exports. Figure 12 shows how inward 

investment by multinational companies (MNCs) whose legal headquarters are outside 

the country of investment took off on a massive scale over the last twenty years. 

Throughout the world FDI inward stocks was the equivalent of just eight per cent of all 

output in 1990, but by 2006 their volume had risen to the equivalent of 25 per cent. In 

the world’s advanced economies, the EU and particularly in the UK, the volume of 

inward FDI stocks had risen to near half the total GDP. 

Figure 12 Global inward FDI stocks as a % of Gross Domestic Product, 1990-2006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So workers across the world are now contributing to supply goods and food to the 

major developed economies on a scale that was unthinkable a generation ago. And at 

the same time these same transport improvements have permitted workers from the 

less developed world to migrate into the wealthier parts of the world in order to work 

in the ‘poorest’ jobs in those areas.  
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The bottoms of the local pyramids in Western Europe and North America societies are 

increasingly being populated by migrants and the children of migrants, where the 

weaker trade unions are often less capable than before of maintaining minimum 

wages and defending worker protections. One example of this is the failure recorded 

in Table 2 showing the occupational distribution of the 4,290 male employees who 

worked for a London bus company in 2006. 

Table 2 Evidence of institutional racism in a London Bus Company, 2006 

 Men Manager Admin Supervisor Engineer All Driver Cleaner 

White 88 77 73 59 47 43 39 

Mixed 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 

Chinese 1 0 3 2 5 6 5 

Asian 4 8 4 2 12 13 10 

Black 5 8 13 28 30 31 39 

The data shows that while 47 per cent of the whole male workforce was white 

(including Central and Eastern Europeans as well as white British and white Irish), 

nearly nine out of ten managers were white, whereas despite 30 per cent of the 

workforce being Black, only 5 per cent of the managers were. Given that London has 

had a major if not majority share of non-white workers for over thirty years, this data 

shows how difficult it remains for new migrants of colour and the children of earlier 

generations of visibly different workers to move away from the bottom of the pyramid. 

It also suggests that within the very large company a form of difference discrimination 

is taking place such that while all white workers are more likely to be in higher 

occupations, mixed white and minority ethnic origin workers are found in those jobs in 

approximately the same proportions as they are in the workforce. Yet through the 

shades of other ethnicities, from Chinese to Asian to Black, the evidence is that for 

these men of colour the likelihood decreases of their being found in the Supervisor or 

Administrative jobs or as Managers.  

One result of this institutional discrimination is that it creates ethnic penalties that 

operate regardless of educational and skill backgrounds of the minority workers.  
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Labour mobility thus becomes less possible for these ‘visibly different’ workers, who 

thus tend to remain at or near the bottom of the global job pyramid even though they 

live in the most advanced (and politically liberal) industrial societies where their 

‘human rights’ not to be discriminated against are a part of EU protective legislative. 

Conclusion 

Globalisation thus presents the world of work with a huge range of challenges. While 

in theory technological and medical advance should enable a reduction in global and 

national inequalities, and provide more interesting and chosen work for all, this does 

not appear to be happening.  

The drivers of today’s capitalist system are the little-regulated financial and 

multinational corporate interests. The individuals who take the decisions within these 

global corporations are not accountable to any democratic vote, but their actions can 

bring down elected governments. They are not a conspiracy aiming to worsen work, 

but their actions support the tendencies making work less chosen, more stressful, and 

less rooted near where people live. Their actions are increasing unemployment and 

the numbers both working illegally and in the informal (untaxed) economy across the 

world. Their actions deprive nation states of their capacity while their power weakens 

the will of national politicians to take steps to regulate them and subject them to 

democratic control. 

Yet perhaps the worst element in their hegemonic control over work, companies, 

politics and opinion is the impression they give that this is all pre-determined. A key 

reason for first describing and then tracing the changes taking place to decisions and 

policies – and for observing the different decisions and policies that can be taken in 

different countries – is to counteract this notion of inevitability. Since it is people who 

are taking decisions that increase inequality and allow lives to be shaped by remote 

apparently untouchable forces, then other people can still make a difference. 
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MIGRATION, HEALTH AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

MIGRATION AS A DETERMINANT OF HEALTH AND HEALTH INEQUALITIES 
(I) 

 

Angelo Stefanini MD, MPH 
Centre for International Health  
Alma Mater Studiorum - Universita’ di Bologna 

 

International migration is a powerful factor impacting on the health of populations, 

and is profoundly affected by, and, at the same time, has consequences on global and 

local inequalities. This paper is about the relationships between the social 

determinants of health, inequalities and migration. It is divided in two parts. The first 

briefly describes how social factors play a fundamental role in the creation and 

distribution of ill health and premature death in and among populations; the second 

addresses international migration as in itself an important socio-political potential 

determinant of health and inequalities. 

Different views on health and disease 

There are different ways of viewing health and disease (Birn, 2011). According to the 

biomedical model health and illness are viewed at the individual level, and the body is 

theorized as a machine whose basic parts (i.e. genes, organs, etc.) can be manipulated 

or repaired. While this approach is largely curative, it also includes preventive tools 

(such as screening, vaccines, and genetic testing) and sees the role of individual 

behaviour as important for health.  

The behavioural model instead views harmful lifestyles (such as unsafe sexual 

behaviour, smoking, alcohol and drug consumption, inadequate diet, disproportionate 

stress and insufficient exercise) as the primary determinant of poor health. According 

to this model the individual (and sometimes the household or community) is solely 

responsible for health. Its obvious implication is the pre-eminence given to the 

regulation or modification of personal conduct and cultural attitudes through 

education, counselling and incentives.  
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The political economy approach considers the political, social, cultural and economic 

contexts in which disease and illness arise, and examines the ways in which societal 

structures interact with particular health conditions. This approach views health as a 

function and reflection of interconnected determinants that operate at multiple levels: 

individual, household, community, workplace, social class, nation and the global 

political and economic context. The latter (social) determinants are addressed through 

public policy aimed at improving, for example, transportation and housing conditions. 

The scientific knowledge that has recently been accumulating on the social 

determinants of health leads us to turn our interests and concentrate our political 

efforts more 'upstream’ along the process through which health is created or 

destroyed, that is, toward the primary prevention of disease and health promotion 

(Marmot, 2005). 

Human history shows that social factors have always had a substantial impact on 

health, food availability and disease and, in the twentieth century, chronic diseases. 

The health of a population at any point in time is the net result of the interaction of 

people with their social and physical environment. Within the same population even 

the micro-socio-ecological differences existing between the various groups give rise to 

precise and characteristic health conditions and disease models in each group (Krieger, 

2011). For this reason the frequency of illness and disability is unevenly distributed not 

only between, but also within states, regions, cities and neighborhoods. The same 

tragedy of the Titanic (Hall, 1986), where differences in mortality mirrored the 

distribution of passengers in the various classes, represented a tremendous natural 

experiment of how the social gradient in fact constitutes a risk factor.  

Ill-health experience is of course endured by most of us as individuals. Yet virtually 

every episode of ill-health or injury can be explained in societal terms. For example, 

the event of a construction worker who falls from a 10-story scaffolding and dies is 

commonly portrayed as an ordinary, though condemnable, accident, i.e. “an 

unforeseen and unplanned event or circumstance” (http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/accident), a matter of unfortunate chance. At one level, the 

worker may have been careless and insufficiently mindful of safety rules. However, if 

we examine the societal context in which this worker lives, we can see that he was 
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very tired because his lengthy journey to work as he can only afford to live in a distant 

slum. He could not enjoy a good night’s sleep because the thin walls of his dwelling fail 

to block out night-time noise. At a different level, we discover that his low pay is the 

result of a poor enforcement (and inadequacy) of minimum wages and of his 

precarious status as an irregular worker. Furthermore, he received inadequate safety 

training from his employer because government supervision and regulation was weak; 

and this too was the reason for the poor quality materials the company purchased to 

build the scaffolding. At the highest level, we may read the fall as related to a free 

market economic system where profits come before worker safety and threats of job 

loss and repression constrain working class efforts to organize and ensure social 

security and occupational protections. This example (Birn, 2011, 37) superbly 

summarises a number of the interconnecting social, economic, and political factors 

that transform what at the first sight might be described as a personal accident into 

the effect of social determinants. 

Health inequalities’ conceptual framework 

Social inequities at the population level are determined by social conditions and class 

position, which in turn, through intermediary determinants, cause health inequities. 

Key factors in this process are the institutional, socio-economic and macro-economic 

circumstances, social values adopted by a given society, and inequitable public policies.  

As seen in the example of the Titanic, an abundant literature shows that individuals 

and social groups in the lowest social strata are at higher risk of serious illness and 

premature death through material and psychological causes that add to these risks 

(Ruger, 2006) (Mackenbach, 2005). 

The Black Report (DHSS) in 1980 represented the catalyst for the explosion of 

worldwide attention on growing health inequalities as the different impact of the 

social determinants of health. From this time onwards a growing body of knowledge 

was willing to express what had become conventional wisdom and an unquestionable 

dogma, namely that modern capitalism is the best (or even the only) way to solve 

human problems. It emerged as increasingly incontrovertible evidence of how 

inequality, pillar of the neo-liberal ideology, is detrimental to health and shortens life. 

The World Health Organization, despite being increasingly prey to the financial power 
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of the advocates of neo-liberalism (IMF, World Bank and World Trade Organization) 

under the thumb of their mercantilist ideology, felt obliged to tackle head-on what had 

already emerged as the main risk factor (or determinant as it was dubbed in the official 

jargon) for the health of humanity: socio-economic inequality. In 2003 the second 

edition of a publication entitled The Solid Facts came out. It was published by two of 

the most active researchers in the field, Michael Marmot and Richard Wilkinson 

(Wilkinson and Marmot, 2003). In it, the social gradient (convenient euphemism to 

make more acceptable the concept of inequality between social classes) was indicated 

as the main culprit, the cause of causes of disease and premature death. 

The move of the WHO in this direction continued with the launch in 2005 of the 

Commission on Social Determinants of Health that three years later produced the 

report Closing the Gap in a Generation (WHO, 2008). Its main message was:  

‘This unequal distribution of health-damaging experiences is not in any sense a 

natural phenomenon but is the result of a toxic combination of poor social 

policies and programmers, unfair economic arrangements, and bad politics. 

Together, the structural determinants and conditions of daily life constitute the 

social determinants of health and are responsible for a major part of health 

inequities between and within countries… (G)rowth by itself, without 

appropriate social policies to ensure reasonable fairness in the way its benefits 

are distributed, brings little benefit to health equity.’ (Ibid, 1) 

In summary, the central concept underlying the report's findings was "social injustice is 

killing people on a large scale."(Ibid, 26) 

Today, what we are witnessing is the implementation of policies that, on the one hand, 

maximize the accumulation of profit and its redistribution in the hands of a few, and 

on the other hand socialize risks and costs of the crisis. The effects on citizens and 

workers are economic instability, unemployment, poverty, inequality, environmental 

destruction and early death for the lower classes. It is the modern version of social 

murder described by Frederick Engels in ‘The condition of the working class in England 

in 1844’. 

To respond to the view of most epidemiologists addressing the social determinants of 

health exclusively from an individual perspective and neglecting political structural 

determinants of health inequities, a group of other epidemiologists (such as Nancy 

Krieger, Barbara Starfield, Anne-Emmanuelle Birn) are proposing the wider term of 

societal determinants of health to ensure that structural determinants, and not just 
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social position, are taken into account. Social determinants of health are seen as part 

of a social environment arranged by government policies and status hierarchies, with 

social inequalities in health arising from diverse groups being differently exposed to 

factors that influence health (causes of the causes). Societal determinants of health 

refer to a political economic system where health inequities result from the promotion 

of the political and economic interests of those with power and privilege (within and 

across countries) against the rest, and whose better health and better wealth is gained 

at the expense of those whom they subject to adverse living and working condition: 

causes of the causes of the causes. The differences between these perspectives 

include, on the one hand, differences in political analysis and, on the other, divergent 

theoretical understanding of the structure of society. The same reasoning is involved in 

making a distinction between models of determinants of health and determinants of 

health inequities (Krieger, 2011, 185). 

This first part has briefly discussed the role played by social factors in the creation and 

distribution of ill health and premature death both in and among populations. The next 

paper will describe why international migration should be viewed in itself as an 

important socio-political determinant of health and inequalities. 
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This second paper addresses the question of how does migrants’ health fit into a 

picture where societal factors play a fundamental role in the creation and distribution 

of ill health and premature death in and among populations.  

Migration as a social determinant of health 

A formidable determinant of health and health inequalities of modern day populations 

is international migration. The International Organization on Migration (IOM) defines 

migration as: 

‘A process of moving, either across an international border, or within a State. It is 

a population movement, encompassing any kind of movement of people, 

whatever its length, composition and causes; it includes migration of refugees, 

displaced persons, uprooted people, and economic migrants.’ (IOM, 2004, 41) 

It includes a broad variety of processes as people may migrate from rural to urban 

areas, between bordering countries or over longer distances. The migration process 

should be seen as comprising conditions in the country of origin, during the journey, 

and in the recipient country. Migrants can be defined in various ways, e.g. as internally 

displaced, asylum seekers, refugees, trafficked persons, or immigrants. It is difficult to 

distinguish between forced and voluntary migration as the reasons for migration often 

include both elements (Kristiansen, 2007). 

A number of issues related to the migration process may affect the health of migrants, 

such as reasons for migration, the mode of travel and the conditions on arrival. Usual 

reasons for migration can be conventionally divided into causes that drive the 

individual out of the country of origin (the so-called push factors), and others that, 

instead, attract the individual towards the recipient country (pull factors). The former 

include war, poverty, hunger etc., while the latter are mainly employment 

opportunities, and political and religious freedom. All these elements should be taken 

into account when studying migrants’ health as there are large differences in both the 

reasons for migrating and the conditions related to the migration. 
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The physical and socio-economic environment at the migrants’ place of origin as well 

as the migratory journey itself can affect the health of migrants in a negative way, 

especially when migrants travel in a clandestine manner. The mode of travel and legal 

status of the migrant are two factors that determine a migrant’s health status at 

various stages of the migration cycle. Those who migrate without legal documents tend 

to undergo long and dangerous journeys. Before and during the journey, migrants may 

experience wars, torture, imprisonment, loss of relatives, long stays in refugee camps, 

socio-economic hardship etc. Some of the risks experienced after arriving in the 

recipient country include imprisonment, lengthy asylum-seeking processes, language 

barriers, lack of knowledge about health services in the new social context, 

discrimination and marginalisation. Additionally, long detentions in refugee camps in 

the recipient country may lead to profound anxiety, and stress reactions with negative 

health impacts. These results may occur directly through a psychologically mediated 

response resulting in biological alterations such as, for example, higher blood pressure, 

or indirectly through harmful behaviours, e.g. drug abuse, lack of resources to prioritise 

disease prevention and to seek health care when needed, or poorer adherence to 

medical advice. 

Once they have arrived in the host country, migrants often live in a social context 

where new social, political and language situations result in huge challenges to their 

coping skills and resilience. The migrant’s social resources, in turn, depending on the 

magnitude of strains in the recipient country, may help mediate the resulting stress 

response and health consequences. Thus, social networks, gender, age, language 

fluency, educational level, religious beliefs, the motives for migration and the 

treatment they receive upon arrival in the host country, all these factors will concur in 

the resulting impact on the health of the migrant. 

Social linkages especially, may be of importance to migrants’ mental health and health 

behaviour. Lack of social support, long geographic distances between network 

members, and high expectations from family in the countries of origin may be 

additional stressors leading to mental health problems and risky health behaviour. 

Indeed, mental health problems and a hazardous conduct are sometime viewed as a 

way of adapting to a new social context. This applies not only to first generation 
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migrants; second generations, too, often endure heavy stress due to the challenges of 

adapting to the surrounding society (Davis, Basten, Frattini, 2006). 

Migration health, beside the traditional approach to control diseases of mobile 

populations, should be approached therefore as fundamentally connected to the 

broader social determinants of health and their unequal distribution in society. In fact, 

the migration process itself, compounded by its associated conditions, creates or 

increases vulnerabilities to ill health. Different migrant groups face different health 

challenges and have different levels of access to health and social services. Moreover 

social and economic inequalities add to migration to expose a mixed picture whereby 

various determinants of different origins mutually interact to various degrees.  

A number of social factors have influence on migrants’ health in destination countries 

where migrants are often affected by poverty and social exclusion. 

To the extent that migrants often find themselves in the lower social strata, they are 

also especially affected by poor housing conditions. In addition, migrants are 

vulnerable to discrimination, stigmatisation and xenophobia. These factors interact 

with social inequalities and can both result in, and be a result of, social exclusion, which 

has also been recognized as a powerful social determinant of health. 

The availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality of services in the destination 

countries depend on multiple influences, including legal status as well as social, 

cultural, structural, linguistic, gender, financial and geographical factors. In addition, 

many migrants face various communication problems when seeking care. This is 

further exacerbated by a second level of communication barriers, due to different 

perceptions and understandings of illness, disease and responses to them.  Moreover, 

depending on the cultures of countries of origin and destination, acculturation can also 

have positive and negative effects on health. Rural to urban migration, as well as 

migration to different countries and cultural contexts, may lead to changes in life style, 

notably adopting more Western dietary habits and activity patterns. 

Of fundamental importance to addressing migrants’ health and well-being is the 

adoption of a human rights framework. Migrants, as all human beings, are entitled to 

basic human rights, including the right to health. The right to health not only 

encompasses the right to health care, but also the right to the underlying determinants 
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of health, as stated by art. 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Other relevant 

legislation related to migrants’ health is included in the International Convention on the 

Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, in the 

World Health Assembly Resolution 61.17, endorsed by the Sixty-First World Health 

Assembly in May 2008, in the European Social Charter and in the European Convention 

for the Promotion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its protocols.  

Migration and inequality 

International migration is strictly inter-connected with global inequality of which it 

represents a powerful symbol. Inequality may be seen as a driving factor as well as a 

consequence of migration at local, regional and international level. Many of the factors 

behind migration also contribute towards health inequalities between countries and 

within countries.  

As already described, migrants often experience further social disadvantage as 

compared to individuals of the host country in the same social strata, such as barriers 

to accessing health and social services. As an activity that carries significant risks and 

costs migration is certainly linked with income and wealth inequalities between 

sending and receiving areas. However, whether it does or does not reduce inequality 

may depend on the distribution of these costs and benefits, both within and between 

countries of origin and arrival. For example, inequalities within sending areas are 

crucial in generating migration, as one would expect that more unequal villages should 

send more migrants. However, considering that migrants generally come from the most 

productive age groups and those from wealthier backgrounds do better, this would 

mean that migration enhances inequality. Inequalities in economic and social well-

being, between the countries of origin and destination, make emigration usually a 

forced choice and often implies entry to the host society in a subordinate position.  

Often inequality is measured in purely economic terms by income or wealth levels. 

However there are other types of inequality, including between men and women, 

between generations, or between different ethnic and caste groups. Indeed, different 

types of inequality may well be related. Black et al. (2006) argue that given the variety 

of types of migration, and the economic, social, cultural and political contexts within 
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which it occurs, it is hard to assess the impact of migration on inequality at a global or 

even a regional level. Examples of migration can be found both increasing and 

decreasing inequality. It is however clear that inequality, as a multi-dimensional 

phenomenon, needs to be defined in broader terms than simply income or wealth. It 

includes socio-cultural dimensions, access to power, the ubiquity of gender issues, and 

the need for local, national, regional and global level measurements. Finally, the 

authors emphasize the central role played by a variety of political, economic and social-

cultural institutions in distributing wealth, power and opportunity within societies. 

Whilst considering the kinds of institutional policies and arrangements that can 

promote more equitable outcomes from migration, they conclude that migration itself 

can be viewed as an institution “in the sense of constituting a set of norms and 

practices that structure the way in which individuals and households gain access to 

economic advancement”, and as such directly “structur(ing) outcomes for different 

groups”. “The key questions about how the institution of migration affects inequality 

relate to access - who gets to migrate where - and the different opportunities that 

different types of migration stream offer.” From the above it would suggest that for 

migration to reduce inequality the widest possible access to migration opportunities 

should be given to those who are poorest. A number of the studies reviewed by the 

authors show that restricting the poor to shorter distance, less remunerative or less 

safe migration streams will enhance inequality. Their conclusion is that “migration as 

an institution helps to improve equity provided that the poor have access to it”. 

Social class and gender are powerful factors to better understand the migration 

dimension, as both mechanisms provide an enlightening description of power relations 

in society. Through processes such as exploitation, domination and discrimination, 

power determines the extent to which an individual or group can influence their 

surrounding environment, and it entails privileges, opportunities, access to resources 

and health-damaging exposures throughout life. This corresponds to what the 

Commission on Social Determinants of Health defines as the intermediary determinants 

of health. 

Migration and health inequalities 

Malmusi et al. (2010) analyse migration-related health inequalities taking into account 

gender, social class and migration characteristics in Catalonia, Spain. The authors 
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highlight the transitory nature of the healthy immigrant effect, and call for urgent 

action on inequality in socio-economic determinants affecting migrant groups. The 

study shows how disadvantaged migration emerges as a health inequality mechanism, 

in addition to (and interacting with) gender and social class, especially in women. 

These inequalities are in line with existing geographical inequities that affect some (not 

all) immigrant groups. It is argued that in rich countries research on health inequalities 

and on migrant health have rarely been joined favouring instead separate paths with 

few attempts to integrate the two fields. Indeed, the equity framework has only been 

partially used to address migration and health issues. Only countries like the United 

States and United Kingdom, with established minorities stemming from a very long 

history of migration, slavery and colonialism, have widely identified inequalities faced 

by racial and ethnic minorities (Nazroo, 2003).  

Previous work on migrants’ health generally compares the health of international 

migrants to that of the native population in the destination country. The healthy 

immigrant effect is generally acknowledged and it is frequently observed to decline 

more rapidly than among local people, despite a relative socio-economic improvement. 

Culture-based healthier lifestyles, stronger social bonds and support from the country 

of origin primarily provide a protective effect on immigrants’ health. However these 

factors are gradually lost through a process of acculturation that immigrants undergo 

by assimilating dominant culture and customs. A sort of labour-related positive health 

selection is also taking place due to the physical demands of the manual jobs that most 

occupy. This occurs especially in young migrants whose primary goal is to find work and 

enjoy better health than the population in their place of origin. These authors conclude 

that the rapid deterioration of health, despite a parallel socio-economic improvement, 

is the late-effect of cumulative inequality, both in the place of origin, with poorer socio-

economic environment in childhood and growth, and in the place of arrival, with 

protracted exposure to work hazards, poor living conditions, deprivation and 

discrimination. All these mechanisms are well recognized as causal factors of racial and 

ethnic inequalities in health. 

Conclusion 

This brief review of the relationships between social determinants of health, migration 

and inequalities in health points to variations in the mutual causality between 
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migration and inequality depending on which kind of migration, and which kind of 

inequality are being analysed. This uncertainty, linked with the fact that the extent of 

knowledge on the effects of migration on inequality, and vice versa, remains limited, is 

not necessarily due to lack of data. In fact, as cautioned by Krieger, “data do not simply 

exist.”(Krieger, 1992, 412) By contrast with the literal definition of data as that which is 

given, data instead are suitably conceived and collected, via the ideas and work of 

those who would obtain the required evidence. Indeed, the variables included or 

excluded from any given data set uncover the choices of individuals and institutions 

with the power to make these decisions. Eventually, their decisions are guided by the 

theories of disease causation, described at the beginning of this paper, which in turn 

reflect society's predominant political, economic, and ideological features. Policies on 

migration at the various levels, and their consequences on equity in health, will 

ultimately depend on those very choices that will inevitably expose certain issues, 

while hiding others, from the view of public opinion and decision makers. 
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MIGRATION AND CRISIS 

 
Anna Krasteva Director of the Centre for Migration Studies, New Bulgarian 
University, Sofia, Bulgaria. 
 

The economic crisis – catastrophe or opportunity 

 

“A global economic crisis – potentially the most serious one that the world economy 

has ever faced”
1
, „the most severe crisis since the Great Depression”

2
– the media, 

analyses and forums overflow with similar dramatic descriptions of the crisis. Our 

everyday experiences constantly provide us with empirical illustrations. These 

obviouslessly possess a great power of attraction because they easily produce 

theoretical and political consensus. I do not intend to succumb to it, however; my aim 

is the opposite – to diversify the theoretical interpretations of the crisis. The analysis, 

of course, will place it at the point of intersection with migration.
3
 I will outline four 

different visions. 

“New times? Economic crisis, geopolitical transformation and the emergent migration 

order”. The theme of the ambitious conference organized by the Centre on migration, 

policy and society, University of Oxford, that was held in 2009, sums up the basic 

message of the first interpretation. It is summarized in two statements: the scope and 

range of the economic crises is unprecedented; its impact on immigration is direct and 

crucial. The changes are seen as significant enough to lead to discussions about the 

emergence of a “new migration order”. 

“I don’t think these are ‘new times’. The impact of the global financial crisis on 

migration is in abeyance. Around the world migrants have not been laid off or returned 

at the scale once predicted. There have been no seismic changes that compare for 

example with the migration impacts of the Great Depression or the Oil Crisis. I also 

think it’s too early to speak about geopolitical transformations. Neither am I sure we 

                                                      
1
 (Cerna and Hynes 2009) 

2
 (Papademetriou and Terrazas2009, Barbulescu 2009) 

3
Several analyses on migration on: annakrasteva.wordpress.com 
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can really speak of an ‘emergent migration order.”
4
. Khalid Koser from the Geneva 

Centre for security policy clearly formulated the second vision which explicitly 

problematises the previous. Its major argument could be summed up in the statement: 

the crisis is global, but the strategies for dealing with it are national. In addition, the 

more all-embracing the crisis becomes, the more the cooperation decreases and the 

national protective mechanisms flourish
5
. 

The third interpretation introduces a radical criticism. It stresses that the economic 

crisis should not cover up another, much bigger and much deeper crisis – that of the 

increasing social inequalities
6
. This vision shifts the emphasis from unemployment to 

inequalities, from the economic to the social. It un-economizes the crisis and offers a 

rendition that is close to the spirit of Wallerstein’s world-system concept
7
. 

The crisis as opportunity is the central point of the third interpretation
8
. A recent 

publication from the International Labour Organization with the telling title of Don’t 

waste the crisis: critical perspective for a new economic model calls for thought and 

debate so that the end of the crisis is not just return to business as usual, but the 

grounds for a new economic and social order
9
. 

Regardless of the variety of interpretations, among the numerous researchers, there is 

consensus, about the consequences that the crisis has on migration
10

: 

• Reduction of migration flows. This started in 2008
11

 when legal migration was 

reduced by 6 per cent in the OECD countries – this was the first reduction after a 

five-year period of steady growth. Another indicator is the number of work permit 

applications. In the UK they were reduced by 24 per cent in 2008 and by 32 per 

cent in 2009; the percentages for Ireland are even higher: 42 per cent and 60 per 

cent
12

;  

• Increase of unemployment among migrant workers due to their traditional 

employment in sectors that are more sensitive to the economic cycles such as 

construction, tourism, and trade. In 2007 unemployment reached record low levels 

                                                      
4
 (Koser 2009: 1) 

5
 (Koser 2009: 2) 

6
 (Hoerder 2009) 

7
 (Wallerstein 1981, 1991) 

8
 (Barbulescu 2009) 

9
 (Pons-Vognon 2010) 

10
 (Castle 2009, Koser 2009) 

11
It continued afterwards, but the figures are not included in the OECDInternationalMigrationOutlook 

2010 (Gurria 2010). 
12

 (Gurria 2010) 
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in the OECD – 5.8 per cent, but grew to 8.7 per cent in the first quarter of 2010. 

Another 17 million people joined the ranks of the unemployed.  Two groups have 

been affected most – the young
13

 and immigrants. Unemployment among 

immigrants reached its highest levels in Ireland and Spain, where it grew by 8 per 

cent and 11 per cent respectively. Its average for EU-15 is twice as high as among 

the citizens of the European states. If the most vulnerable groups are those of the 

young and immigrants, it is only logical that the most affected would be the young 

immigrants. Disproportionately they carry the burden of the crisis –one in four 

migrants (24 per cent) in the EU, aged between 15 and 24 does not have a job
14

; 

• Return of migrants because of lower income or unemployment; 

• Reduction of migrant remittances. The OECD report quotes the figure of 6 per 

cent
15

; 

• Increasing hostility towards immigrants
16

. 

 

These general tendencies need to be highlighted and articulated. I will single out one 

political consequence of exceptional importance, and two types of migration which 

avoid the direct negative influence of the crisis. 

The political consequence is related to the management of migration. If the recent 

period was marked by efforts to increase coordination on regional and global levels, 

the crisis is about to explode them by “retreat away from multilateralism and global 

governance towards unilateralism and national self-interest”
17

. A growing number of 

governments are moving towards restrictive migration policies and the global/national 

ratio in the management of flows is increasing in favour of the second. The incidence 

of management discourses on national and global levels is increasing. 

The crisis affects different types of migration differently. I will mention one low-skilled 

and one highly-skilled type which happen to be more resistant.  

Care and domestic services continue to be a niche that relies on migrant labour and it 

is attractive to the numerous female migrants from Eastern and South Eastern 

                                                      
13

Global youth unemployment reached 13.4 per cent in 2009 andthisisitspeaksince 1991 

whenstatisticsbegantobekept(ILO 2010). 

14
 (Gurria 2010) 

15
 (Gurria 2010) 

16
 (Castle 2009, Koser 2009) 

17
 (Koser 2009: 2) 
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Europe
18

.  It is probably this type of employment that provides one of the reasons that 

in the period when male migration employment decreased, that of females slightly 

rose. The wives of men who lost their jobs entered the labour market in order to 

stabilize the family budget. 

Student migration is the other interesting example. It has doubled in less than a 

decade to reach the impressive figure of 2 million.
19

Of the five most preferred 

destinations in the world, three are in the EU – the UK, Germany, and France
20

. An 

increasing number of accepting countries permit university graduates to remain in the 

country in order to meet the needs of the labour market for a highly-skilled work force. 

One-fourth of students seize this opportunity and student migration becomes 

professional. Another fourth prefer to practice their professions in their home 

countries
21

. I would qualify both tendencies – the migration of every one in four and 

the return of the rest – as positive. The second – having in mind the countries of origin 

which reduce the trauma of brain drain; the first – having in mind the migrants 

themselves who are given the right of mobility, corresponding to their qualifications 

and innovative potential. 

The specifics of the present crisis are better seen when compared to previous ones. 

The migration profile of Europe changed after the petrol crisis of 1973: the South 

changed from an emigration to an immigration centre; mobility adapted to the 

restrictive politics where the restrictions for labour migration were compensated for 

through increased family migration, the model of the gastarbieter was finally buried, 

the joining of families and the permanent settlement led to the creation of long-term 

ethnic communities
22

. This historical experience suggests that a distinction has to be 

made between the short-term and long-term effects of the crisis
23

. Authors tend to be 

considerably more cautious when forecasting the latter. 

                                                      
18

 (Gurria 2010) 

19
For the period 2000 – 2007 

20
(Gurria 2010)The other two are the USA and Australia, at first and fifth place respectively. 

21
 (Gurria 2010) 

22
 (Castle 2009) 

23
 (Castle 2009) 
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The diversification of the spokespersons of the two perspectives is quite interesting.  

Governments, because of the political logic of the four-year election cycle, tend to be 

more focused on urgent measures. International organizations are much more 

systematic in adopting a mid- or long-term perspective. 

‘Current economic difficulties will not change long-term demographic trends and 

should not be used as an excuse to overly restrict immigration. It’s important 

that immigration policy has a long term perspective’
24

. 

OECD “translates” this long-term vision into the language of public policies and 

explicitly recommends that governments should offer immigrants the same support 

that they offer to the rest of the unemployed as well as the same assistance in finding 

jobs
25

. The ILO is even more specific in relation to the need to manage migration in the 

spirit of human rights in a recent publication “International labor migration: a rights-

based approach” (2010). 

Economists still argue whether the crisis is V-, VV–or L-shaped: whether after reaching 

the bottom there will be an upward movement, or after the recovery there will be 

another quick fall, or whether the upward movement will be postponed due to 

continuous stagnation. The crisis affects migration in many ways by influencing the 

economy, public policies, immigrants and their families
26

. Within this multi-coloured 

palette, the paper will choose to focus mainly on public policies and their social effects. 

The paper has another aim too: to de-economize migration and to prevent the crisis 

from becoming the only frame of reference. Such an approach – which is quite 

common – would limit the analysis and would prevent us from understanding the 

dynamics of migration as determined by a multitude of factors, among which the 

economic one, although still important, are just one of the component. 

The second reason to refuse to turn the crisis into a “fetish” is its transience. A quick 

glance at official papers, analyses, or statements of opinion dated a few years ago, 

would show that most originate from and set as a prerequisite economic growth. In 

this optimistic perspective, migration is seen as a factor and a resource for economic 

growth and a tool for the mitigation of the demographic crisis. Today it is seen as a 

                                                      
24

 (OECD 2010) 
25

 (OECD 2010)  
26

(Papademetriou and Terrazas 2009) 
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burden which we want to break free of. The Romanian and Bulgarian Roma expelled 

by N. Sarkozy are the most obvious and striking expression of this new vision. They 

allow us to see more clearly how politicians more radical than Sarkozy dream of 

dealing with migration once and for all. 

Communitarization or renationalization of migration policy 

For the purposes of the summer school, I am going to single out five characteristics of 

the wide theme of European policy on migration: 

• Overproduction of documents, programs, strategies, among which we have: the 

Global approach to migration (2005), three five-year programs - Tampere (1999), 

The Hague (2004), Stockholm (2009), the European pact on migration and asylum 

(2008), the Common immigration policy for Europe: principles, actions, and tools 

(2008). This testifies that the EU acknowledges the importance of migration. 

• Communitarization – transition of migration policy from the third to the first pillar, 

from inter-governmental cooperation to that on the level of the European Union. 

The turning point for this was the 1
st 

of May 1999 when the Treaty of Amsterdam 

entered into force. 

• Balance between European and national competencies. The growing community 

character of migration policy does not completely annihilate the national level on 

which decisions about migration are made. The Lisbon Treaty preserves some of 

the national competencies, such as the option for member countries to determine 

the number of citizens of third countries they need. It is actively practised in the 

times of recession and crisis when most states undertake restrictive measures. 

• Global approach. Its aim is to “export” migration policy outside the limits of the EU. 

The “global approach” formulated in 2005 is the outside dimension of European 

policy on migration that is an integral part of other foreign policies of the EU. The 

external partners of the EU in this global transition include the Western Balkans 

and the Black Sea region. 

• Three-fold goal. The wide variety of measures and policies could be reduced to the 

achievement of three main goals: 

o Better management of economic migration; 

o Prevention and reduction of illegal migration; 

o Transforming migration and mobility into positive forces for development. 

Two opposite tendencies characterize the migration policy in Europe today: on one 

hand, communitarization, the re-enforcement of the European level of decision 

making in terms of flows management and security policies; on another, 

renationalization of migration policies, expressed in the discourses of leaders like 

Sarkozy asking for a revision of Shengen and for the higher protection of national and 

European borders. The EU developments follow the former, the crisis reinforces the 

latter. The near future will face a fragile balance of the two opposite tendencies. 
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CONFLICT AND HEALTH 
 
Peter Tinnemann, MD, MPH 
Institute of Social Medicine, Epidemiology and Health Economics of the CHAROTÉ, 
Berlin. 

 

Introduction 

All around the world it is an unwritten consensus amongst people, that good health is 

the most basic and essential necessity for life. In almost every language this consensus 

is plainly reflected in greetings between people: the simple greeting between two 

humans essentially includes in all languages a question to health: How are you? Wie 

geht es Dir? comment allez-vous? Como estas? Tudo bem? 

But very simple communication between two humans also bears the possibility for 

conflict. A disagreement when one person says yes, while the other person responds 

with no is the simplest form of conflict. Still, a disagreement between people can be 

the starting point for further escalation leading towards armed conflicts. 

Any conflict will have effects on the health of the individuals involved, and at times 

even on the health of individuals not directly involved in the conflict. The effects on 

health can be short or life-term, of a physical nature or psychological harm; impaired 

development or deprivation. Injury and death are well known outcomes of conflict – 

leading to increased morbidity with reduced quality of life or even a premature 

mortality in populations affected. Some effects on health are recognisable 

immediately, some only after some time. 

To guarantee the protection of the health of those affected by conflict, or at least to 

ensure that effects on people can be minimised, it is important to understand how 

conflicts affect health. Therefore, differences between  

- armed or un-armed conflicts or effects-, ,  

- how conflicts or effects can be categorised  

- or what conflict can entail for individuals or populations, needs to be 

understood. Only if this is understood is it possible to act. 

Categorisations of effects of war on health 
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When trying to understand how conflicts affect health, mostly armed war is analysed. 

When it comes to armed war a conflict between two different parties is meant, in most 

cases, to be nation-state against nation-state.  

Armed war was, and still is, characterised by the use of weapons against individuals or 

populations. This specific characteristic of war provides the categorisation of conflict in 

armed versus un-armed inter-human conflict (Utstein classification). As a result, the 

effects of conflict on health can be characterized in two distinct different categories: 

direct and indirect effects of weapons. It is possible to use the direct or indirect 

effects by weapons on people’s health for further classification as using a weapon 

against individuals or against populations. An example for individuals is one person 

against another person, with weapons such as knives or guns.  An example against 

populations would be those that are directed by one person against multiple persons, 

such as bombs or poisonous gas. 

In what follows a distinction will be made alongside the effects of arms on health 

without making a further distinction between individuals or populations health. 

Direct effects on people’s health can be mostly described as resulting from utilising a 

weapon of war against a person or population. This definition of a direct effect of 

conflict on health includes that a direct causal relation can be established between the 

use of a weapon and its effect on an individual health. People can be killed, physically 

injured or mentally affected - but their lives can also be directly affected, for example 

when an individual cannot return home due to landmines in an area. Indirect effects of 

conflict on health on the other hand-side are those that are related to the use of 

weapons, while weapons are not required to not directly affect an individual’s health. 

One example would be where an individual’s health is affected by the spread of an 

infectious disease epidemic as a result of living circumstances in a war. Another 

example would be if an individual is injured or killed through being considered an 

enemy collaborator. Other indirect effects include fear, coercion, displacement and 

deprivation of essentials such as clean drinking-water, food and health care. Indirect 

effects can also be an extension of direct effects. For example when family members 

disappear in a conflict and a family does not have information about the fate of the 

disappeared. The family left behind is not directly affected by weapons, but their 
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mental health is affected through the family member’s disappearance. A direct causal 

link between applying a weapon to the victim and the family does not exist. 

Recent effects of war on the health of a population 

The definition presented for the classification of direct and indirect effects of weapons 

assumes the concept of the use of “traditional weapons in a war” – and is linked 

mostly to those individuals affected. It further assumes that it is possible to distinguish 

if, and to what extent, life is affected by war. When armies were fighting each other on 

the classical battle field, it was identifiable where and when war was happening. When 

weapons of war are visible it is clear what the potential results of their use could be.  

In today’s world, however, this has changed dramatically. Especially since the Second 

World War, civilians more and more often bear the biggest burden of conflicts 

worldwide, while they are not the ones fighting against each other. And while civilians 

often do not appear to be targeted directly by weapons, they are increasingly targets 

in conflicts. It is therefore of less concern how people participating in war are directly 

physically affected. Recently it has become increasingly important to understand how 

conflict affects civilians physically and especially psychosocially and emotionally: What 

affects those not participating actively in war, how are they affected – and what can be 

done about it?  

The social and mental health effects of affected specific population groups, for 

example children or young people, are increasing relevant. The effects on their health 

must be considered in the context of the absence of education possibilities when 

schools are destroyed or dysfunctional. Yet it still remains difficult to quantify these 

effects on their health. In particular it continues to be difficult to measure what it 

means if they are not able to live a normal life anymore. 

Another notoriously overlooked group of people that are often massively affected by 

conflict, and war in particular, are health professionals. They often try to work under 

incredible conditions to support the directly affected victims of war. First aiders 

provide assistance at the frontline, while nurses and medical doctors treat wounds and 

pain, but less so their psycho-social needs. At times health professionals become 

targets within a conflict themselves and can only do their job in great danger to their 

own safety. 
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Health professionals are often affected themselves by a double burden of direct and 

in-direct effects, often a combination of physical and psychological effects. Efforts to 

save the life of a wounded person cannot be easily forgettable. It should not be 

forgotten. Those colleagues who need support should also not be neglected. 

While arguing for distinct differences between the direct and indirect effects of war, 

Checci et. al outlined overlapping topics of health in crisis additional to the two-sided 

categorisation of indirect and direct effects. They identified sexual and gender-based 

violence, ranging from child abuse to domestic violence, as well as mental illness, 

ranging from post-traumatic stress to depression, to be considered as both direct and 

indirect effects. 

And while most debates around the effects of conflict on health evolved around 

traditional war, yet increasingly war has become asymmetrical globally. Relative 

military power and strategies between war parties become more and more unequal. 

Additionally, new types of wars are emerging that have never been seen before. There 

is an urgent need to look ahead and consider what effects on health will result from 

these new types of war. Today’s increasing militarism, its preoccupation with 

preparations for wars, in the form of pre-emptive or preventive wars, will have new, 

probably additional direct and indirect effects. It remains to be seen what the effects 

on individual’s health are when nation-states or conflict parties are trying to response 

to an allegedly imminent attack or to an attack that might occur sometime in the 

future. Yet, there has seemingly been no research on the resulting effects from 

applying these new types of weapons. It can even be assumed, that what existing 

research results exist are not published because of strategic and political reasons of a 

nation’s military.  

What will the effects of new tools of war be on the way the warring parties fight a 

war? Remotely controlled drones or high-altitude bombers, that are able strike in 

areas that are not considered conflict areas, threaten people who believe that they do 

not live in a war zone. They do affect people who consider themselves in a safe area. 

How will the use of these modern weapons affect the mental health of individuals and 

populations? If their essential belief and trust in an individual’s private security and 

safety is questioned, will this have significant effects on health? If people are unable to 
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identify areas as being a war zone or not, how do they know if they their lives will, or 

will not be, attacked at any time. What will be the effects if people live for longer 

periods of their lives in a pre-eminent weapon strike situation, without being able to 

define any signs of threats? Will this increase negative effects on individuals’ people’s 

mental health or social cohesion? 

A changing world, changes conflicts effects 

The current debate about the concept of conflicts’ effects on health is not yet 

considered in the context of a changing world. We need to question whether in our 

changing world the existing definitions and perceptions of conflict, and how we define 

effects on health today, are still applicable.  

One aspect of how conflicts might be perceived in the future was summed up by the 

British politician George Galloway as “one person's terrorist is another person's 

freedom fighter”. Galloway describes the evolving idea, that what was considered 

earlier as popular support to freedom fighters is today often considered a threat to 

societies and existing states. What if people do not know any more if they are 

considered as a terrorist or a freedom fighter by society? How are conflicts conducted 

if people do not know any more if their actions are considered as fighting for freedom 

or as threatening terrorist attacks? And how will this concept affect the health of 

people? 

Already today it is mostly not nation-states fighting wars against other nation-states 

anymore. In so-called asymmetrical wars nation-states do increasing not fight against 

militant groups anymore, but against individuals, and increasingly even nation-states 

fight outside declared war zones against what they consider terrorist. The new strategy 

of attacking individuals will not only have direct- for those attacked - but also will have 

indirect effects on others. Especially when wars are not fought between armies 

anymore but against individuals and boundaries allowing distinctions of a war zone 

becomes blurred, or even non-existent. 

Other new developments have become obvious since the beginning of the so called 

Arab spring. The toppling of regimes in northern African countries like Libya, Egypt or 

middle-Eastern Syria can be described as civil wars. Still, civilians from these countries 

fleeing towards the countries of the European Union have not been perceived as war 
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refugees, but economic migrants. It remains to be seen yet if the exodus of people 

from countries affected by the Arab spring will affect political relations with 

neighbouring countries – in particular in Europe - and if the developments will lead to 

conflict between states. People’s movements from the Arab spring countries towards 

European Union countries, and in particular the protection of the European borders 

with classical weapons, could already be considered a conflict situation. Certainly the 

reactions of the European Union countries already had direct and indirect effects on 

individual’s migrant’s health. Again, the idea of “one person's terrorist is another 

person's freedom fighter”-questions today’s global society’s interpretation of 

resistance to oppression of states or permission of aggressive attacks. But when is a 

young citizen of a northern African country a sympathetic fighter for freedom against 

an oppressive regime – and where is the border to become a terrorist? 

Positive effects of conflict on provision of health 

The effects of conflict on health are not always only negative. In fact, some effects of 

positive human development and society advances are at least triggered by 

experiences in conflict settings. For example Florence Nightingale, the so called “lady 

with the lamp”, emerged as a famous nurse, writer and statistician from the Crimean 

wars where she had worked as a nurse. She eventually contributed substantially to the 

early development of professional nursing and health statistics, and later in her life 

established the first secular nursing hospitals in the 19th century London.  

Others have continued to develop technical devices from experiences gained by health 

prevention and provision of health care in active conflict settings. For example from 

the early steel helmets emerging from the first and Second World War emerged 

protective motor bike helmets for today’s leisure activities. Rescue helicopters and 

emergency medicine service strategies are modelled on the experiences made during 

the Vietnam War by the American army – when they used helicopters for the first time 

as effective tools in a war there. Further-on various plastic surgery procedures are 

based on surgical experiences made during active conflicts when soldiers were 

wounded. Still today, surgeons are often trained in clinical facilities for war surgery, 

where maximum trauma care is provided for patients suffering from wounds inflicted 

by weapons, e.g. gang shootings or other forms of violence.  
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Outlook 

It is assumed that not all disagreements will result in armed conflicts and that not all 

conflicts always affect the health of large numbers of people. But analysing health 

effects of conflict should already start with considering language used in different 

contexts, for example when football teams “fight” each other. It is yet unclear what 

effects even a playful contest can have on individuals’ health – besides obvious rioting 

and fights between football teams’ supporters. Can language used to describe even a 

presumably playful activities’ affect people’s health? Can the exhibiting of arms, even 

for artistic reasons, have an effect on people? Today, traditional and modern weapons 

to kill people are often used as objects in art and on the other hand- the expression 

“art” has been used to describe wars and killing people, for example as the “art of 

conducting war” or “the art to kill people”.  

The blurring between distinctly different concepts of peoples life has not yet been 

considered when discussing the effects of conflict on health. 

It has also not been yet fully understood what effects on people’s health are 

associated with the trivialisation of conflict in everyday life within today’s global 

societies. While reports about conflicts between people or nation-states most likely 

have been with humans since the earliest days of communication, today pictures, 

reports or movies on conflict have become a daily reality worldwide in most people’s 

lives. Films about all types of conflict are readily available on television or the internet 

– and even make it into people’s most private environments, to their kitchen tables 

and bedrooms, at any time. While in some parts of the world children almost grow up 

without being affected by conflicts, it appears as if, especially in those societies and 

among their social classes, conflicts from far away are brought increasingly into their 

lives by modern technology. The recently published Kony2012 video by Invisible 

children Inc is a primary example of this. 

Never before have conflicts intruded into people’s lives at such an intimidate level and 

extend. People are confronted with conflict almost everywhere, willingly or not. Still 

no systematic analysis exists on these developments and their direct and indirect 

effects on people’s health. 
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Many conflicts reported in the media continue to exist and affect those people’s lives 

for whom they are a daily reality. But while conflicts are brought into people’s lives 

from far away, some only stay for a few days at a high level of media attention, some 

for protected periods of time. It remains to be understood if conflicts, which are 

brought to a person’s attention once and that appear to have disappeared from 

conscious existence at a later state, remains to have effects on peoples mental health.  

But it is probably not only the on-going conflicts (known or unknown) that affect 

people’s life. It is often as well conflicts of the past that continue to affect people. 

Historical figures like Hitler, Stalin or more recently African dictators like Charles Taylor 

– and their effects on society and the global consciousness continue to have effects on 

people. If and how they affect peoples’ health is only coming to light amongst elderly 

people who survived the world wars in Europe. History has been providing images that 

stay in books, films or the internet – and therefore the global consciousness. Some of 

those conflicts have only recently made it through mass media or the cinema into the 

global consciousness, for example the issues around West African so-called “blood 

diamonds”. It is fascinating that in today’s world issues around some conflict topics 

even are associated across topics. One example was the global media frenzy that was 

created when the supermodel Naomi Campbell and actress Mia Farrow were 

questioned by a tribunal on the former’s relations with the dictator Charles Taylor. 

Interestingly, in these proceedings the only questions were to an exchange of 

diamonds apparently given by the dictator to the supermodel – while the media hardly 

ever questioned why and under which circumstances supermodels and actors meet 

with African dictators. 

If trying to analyse the consequences of conflict on health in the future it might 

become further necessary to analyse the differences in conflicts, like conventional war, 

civil strife, complex humanitarian crisis or acute emergency to understand effects on 

health. Still the main distinctions should be made alongside the Utstein classification 

between armed conflicts versus non-armed conflict, like economic sanctions – to allow 

a classification between direct and indirect effects of conflict on health. Economic 

sanctions, aiming at effects on market economies to threatened regimes, for example 

the sanctions imposed on Iraqi before Saddam Hussein was toppled, are considered to 
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have had significant impact on the countries. Still their effects on the health of 

individuals or populations are not yet evaluated exhaustively in a systematic way. 

Although it was debated, in the context of United Nations sanctions on Iraq, that the 

imposed sanctions contributed to population’s poverty and had massive poverty 

associated effects on health.  

Similar, but to the contrary, free market economic effects caused by trans-national 

cooperation’s have not yet been debated with the context of conflict. In the future, 

not ensuring equal distribution of wealth or contributing to increasing poverty levels in 

a nation-state, could be interpreted as a failure of political governance and maybe 

even as a violent act of a non-state actor. People opposing, maybe even with weapons, 

public policies favouring such developments or private companies’ expansions under 

public policies could be considered terrorist. Already, armed operatives off the Somali 

Coast of Eastern Africa capturing the private property of transnational companies are 

not perceived as fighters to ensure the Somalis public access to wealth and health – 

but simply as pirates. While Somalia is a country that has been without a formally 

functioning government for more than 25 years, it is understandable to some extend 

that its people are trying to seek to participate in the wealth off the Somali coastal 

waters.  
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DOING RESEARCH ON MIGRATION AND HEALTH 

INTERPRETATIVE APPROACHES IN RESEARCH ON MIGRATION AND HEALTH 
 
Benno Herzog 
Department of Sociology and Social Anthropology - University of Valencia 

 

Interpretative methods play a fundamental role in social research but are usually 

underrepresented in health research, in the media and in political decision making 

processes. Nevertheless, all data, whether coming from quantitative or qualitative 

research requires a process of interpretation in order to be meaningful. In other 

words, whether we have complex interviews or an apparently simple number, people 

need to make sense out of the given information and they do so in a process of 

interpretation. The process can be controlled or reconstructed by a social researcher 

using qualitative analytical tools. This analysis always bears the risk of false 

interpretations, so it is often thought to be dangerous, subjective and therefore 

unscientific. Therefore it is possible to find quite a lot of (quantitative and qualitative) 

research literature which do not make this step of interpretation of data or only offer 

speculations about the meaning of the findings. 

However presenting data without interpretation does not mean that there is no 

interpretation. People usually give meaning to information interpreting the data 

presented. Otherwise the information would be meaningless. So whenever we do not 

just want to present meaningless information, we can propose methodologically 

controlled ways of how best to interpret data, not leaving it to the reader’s bias of how 

to understand the information given but offering suggestive arguments for a specific 

interpretation. The controlled interpretation of data usually is based on the underlying 

interpretative paradigm. In what follows, I will show the logics of that interpretative 

paradigm. Secondly I will exemplify the idea of qualitative approach using the example 

of binge drinking. 

The logics of interpretivism 

Interpretivism as one of the main paradigms of social science often is presented as 

opposed to (post)positivism. Paradigms are structural conceptions or common 

perspectives of a field. They tell us which theories, methods, etc. are accepted when 
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doing research. So for example even if an important number of persons rely on 

horoscopes or tarot cards, this would clearly not be accepted as a method to acquire 

knowledge about specific health conditions or for predicting the outcome of the next 

election. Paradigms differ in the ontological question, i.e. the question of the existence 

and the nature of reality. Secondly they differ regarding the epistemological question, 

i.e. what kind of knowledge can we have about reality? Finally they can be 

distinguished regarding the methodological questions of how to do research. 

So the basic ontological of the interpretative paradigm is that reality is not just there, 

i.e. not objectively given. Therefore reality could be known directly by the researcher. 

In contrast, Interpretivism sees reality as socially constructed. This does not only refer 

to the obvious fiscal sense that goods, ideas or social relations are produced by human 

beings. Constructivism specifically refers to the fact that social sense is produced in 

society (in a communicative way). The sense of what does it mean to be ill or healthy, 

or to have 8 per cent of foreign nationals living in a city, is not given by the “fact” itself. 

This allows the possibility to have different interpretations and therefore different 

realities. There are variations among individuals often due to a specific, in cultural 

groups, i.e. socially learned scheme of interpretation. 

Referring to the epistemological question, this means that there cannot be objectivity 

in the same sense as proclaimed by positivist science. Groups differ in the way they 

interpret reality and so do researchers. The knowledge we can have about reality 

therefore is not correct or false, it is a more or less appropriate comprehension of 

social interpretation processes. The knowledge produced is therefore always only a 

suggestive interpretation by particular people at a particular time. If researchers want 

to generalize their knowledge, they usually create ideal types, i.e. theoretical 

constructions to which reality (that includes also a reality different from that actually 

researched) can approximate. 

For the methodological question it follows from the different interpretation schemes, 

that an emphatic interaction between researcher and object of research is needed. 

Concepts in this kind of research are fluid and can change during the research process. 

Therefore open tools are needed. Instead of working with the same questionnaire, in 

qualitative research, interview scripts are only an orientation and the interview 
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process adapts constantly to the research situation. After the process (and sometimes 

during this process) an interpretation of the findings is required. Often, even 

qualitative research just presents parts of interviews or focus groups as “facts” without 

entering in the process of interpretation. When speaking here about interpretation as 

a process, it should be underlined that interpretation is not only a creative process, like 

a brainstorming, done by the researcher. Interpretation, in order to be suggestive and 

inter-subjective should always follow a controlled process of data analysis.
i
 

Example of qualitative research: What does binge drinking mean? 

Binge drinking as heavy episodic drinking is a social phenomenon often discussed in 

the media (Farke & Anderson, 2007). Quantitative approaches are able to quantify the 

phenomenon. Nevertheless they have to agree beforehand on a clear-cut definition of 

binge drinking, like e.g. ingesting six or more standard drink units in one occasion. It is 

obvious that binge drinking rises, when we lower the required amount and that the 

phenomenon decreases when we use a higher requisite. Nevertheless quantitative 

research cannot answer the question of what does binge drinking mean for society. 

The following example tries to show that the social meaning does not depend only on 

the fact of drinking and the related behavior, (e.g. noise or minor vandalism). It 

furthermore depends on (previously constructed) interpretation schemes. The 

example shows how binge drinking is interpreted in different ways depending on 

whether young natives or foreign immigrants are identified as binge drinker. The 

research is based on 22 narrative interviews with native citizens in different 

neighborhood areas in the autonomous region of Valencia (Spain) (for more 

information on this research see Herzog et al., 2008). The first extract talks about 

young natives, the second one about Latin American migrants: 

Extract 1. 

‘This is a challenge that they ... we have as local residents, to get some sports 

facilities, because we can't attempt to get young people out ... that they get out 

of the square, drinking down litres of beer if they don't have anywhere to go and 

play football, for instance. Neither is there any willingness to get that done, so 

it's serious that we can't say to young people that they have resources in some 

way and there is a mechanism, so that they are not just drinking beer and there 

is more to life than that. There is no political interest in changing it either, 

because if the kids ... do sports it even works out expensive. It costs them money 

out of their own pocket, and it shouldn't have to be like that. Well that's the way 
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I see it anyway. Because you want to facilitate their lives and help kids to have a 

healthy life and not to get into drugs and all that, because apart from the beer 

they take other stuff, and then it's hard to give them a quality or prospects in life, 

if we don't give them the resources, don't you think?’ (Female, 53)  

Extract 2: 

‘There are for example South Americans who finish work on a Friday and start 

drinking until Sunday night. And they put their music on loud in the early hours 

of the morning because it's a day off for them. They are accustomed to doing it 

that way. Then, if twenty-two of the flats in a building of thirty families are taken 

by people ... people who have that custom, all we can do is shut up and endure 

it? And that creates a lot of problems, yes indeed, a lot of problems. The police 

know because they get called all the time and this group ... they are mainly the 

South Americans. It's a noise level, above all in summer. In winter when you 

close the windows and it gets dark early you can close everything and more or 

less get by, but in summer when it's hot and you have to sleep with your window 

open, it starts to get really troublesome. And then ... they are argumentative ... 

they have another way of life ...’ (female, 40).  

We can clearly feel that there are different forms of how to perceive binge drinking 

according to different social groups. Nevertheless, as said before, interpretation has to 

follow a process of data analysis. This data analysis could center on questions like: 

Who is claimed to be responsible? Who does what? How is the own group behaving? 

How do the others behave? What reasons are there given for the behavior? What 

solutions are present in the text? A large quantity of other possible analytical 

questions is possible. 

In the second quotation we can see for a clear dichotomisation between "them" and 

"us"; Latin Americans demonstrating threatening behavior and creating social 

problems through binge drinking and an elevated noise level on the one hand, and 

indigenous locals as passive victims on the other. Although the speaker starts talking 

about only some South Americans, the behavior is linked later on with the whole group 

through the concepts of "custom" and "way of life". In this way, all the Latin Americans 

living in the 22 out of 30 flats are part of the problematic group. The victims only are 

part of the speaker’s own group and there is no place for the possibility that some 

Latin Americans might also feel bothered or upset by the noise. They are "accustomed" 

and therefore do not suffer in the same way as natives do. The suffering becomes 

exclusive to the native group. That means that there is a dichotomisation together with 

a homogenisation of both groups and an ontologisation of the behavior as part of a 

fixed and invariant custom. The behavior of the "others" therefore is described as 
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dispositional. So even when culture, custom or way of life are used as an excuse for 

negative behavior, this ultimately leads to a static opposition between "them" and 

"us". Finally there is exaggeration when the members of other groups are presented as 

a demographic majority. 

Final remarks 

So in this short example we have seen how the researcher could approximate to the 

process of construction of social meaning. It is important to remark that the 

interpretation process has to be preceded by a process of transparent analysis. The 

questions / aspects under which researcher look at the data should be clearly stated, 

so that other researchers could follow the analysis with the same or other data or they 

could bring up their own questions on a given set of data in order to find out whether 

this would lead to different results. Furthermore, if research is to be relevant, it is 

important to offer concepts, tools, ideal types, etc. which could also be used in other 

research. In our example terms like dichotomization, homogenization or ontologisation 

probably not only refer to the analyzed interviews but could be helpful tools for the 

research on other topics. 

In general when trying to comprehend the process of social construction of meaning of 

others, it is quite difficult to understand these others, with their different reference 

schemes. This problem could increase with increasing cultural (i.e. referential) 

distances. Therefore it could be helpful during the analysis to “play” with the different 

positions of inside and outside, of belonging or not and of knowing and (artificial) 

stupidity. Furthermore it is recommended that qualitative research should be 

conducted by groups of researchers. In the case of research on migration working with 

people who themselves have had migrant experiences is therefore strongly 

recommended. 
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1
 There is quite a variety on introductory literature about qualitative research differing sensibly in scope, 

quality and price. For students who want to get in touch with the diverse field of qualitative research I 

recommend the open access journal Forum: Qualitative Social Research. This journal usually emphasizes 

on methodological questions and recent developments in qualitative research combined with a great 

variety of research topics. 
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CRITICAL MIGRATION STATISTICS 
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Statistics seem to be the quintessence of scientific methods. A large number of cases 

which can be analysed by mathematical methods independently of the subjective 

position of the researcher and of the casualty of data production seem to allow neutral 

or objective social science. Indeed, quantitative methods are tightly linked to the birth 

of social science and its attempt to give social phenomena objective, scientific 

explanations. In the beginning of the last century social scientists therefore openly 

copied the strategies of natural sciences which celebrated break-throughs in quick 

succession. For politicians and decision makers statistically prepared data promises to 

condense quite diverse information into objective numbers, independent of ideologies 

and interests. And also for the media, citing numbers and percentages is the most 

common way of bridging the gap between “abstract” social science and citizens. The 

ease with which statistical data can be cited leads also to higher citation indices and 

therefore often to a higher reputation for articles, journals, researchers and research 

groups who use quantitative methods instead of qualitative ones. 

The myth of objectivity and neutrality of statistics is based on ignorance at both ends 

of social research: The production and selection of the data on the one side, and the 

interpretation and use of the data on the other. Nevertheless, production, selection, 

interpretation and use are part of the scientific enterprise and therefore should be 

part of critical reflections on our research methods. In what follows, I will show how 

the embededness of statistical methods in the research process requires diverse 

decision making which is not free of normative implications. 

Counting Migrants: Who is a migrant? 

When doing research on migration we often start with an apparently very simple 

operation of counting migrants. However at this very first moment the conceptual 

question of who is a migrant arises and needs to be resolved. This conceptual question 

is the link between migration theory and the concrete research design. This link can be 

read in two directions: First, following a (theoretical) conceptual definition of 
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migration, it answers the question, which research methods are appropriate to analyse 

(or in our case: to simply count) migration. Secondly, especially when research is based 

on independently given data, it answers the question of which concept of migration is 

inherent in this data and which other approaches therefore are excluded. It thus shows 

the limits of given migration data.  

This means, that at the very beginning of our research, there is a decision on how to 

define migration. This decision in practice is mostly resolved using one or more of the 

three following aspects: 

1. Legal categories, such as nationality or citizenship status. 

2. Territorial categories, such as country of birth or movement between 

territories. 

3. Ethnic categories, such as ethnic self definition (usually within a range of given 

answers and combinations). 

These aspects can be combined and can be linked to a time axis, so that we can find 

definitions like: foreign nationals (legal aspect), living for longer than three month 

(time) in another state (territorial category). At this point of the research no definition 

is privileged over another, none is better or worse to describe and count migrants. In 

order to decide on a definition we have to assure our research interests.  

The underlying, often unexpressed hypothesis which explains why we are interested in 

migrants as a social group is that there are significant differences in important social 

fields between migrant populations and non-migrants. Often this hypothesis is linked 

to the idea of a certain disadvantage like poorer health conditions, economic 

disadvantage or social exclusion of this population, leading to the idea that knowing 

better this population could help in it being administered more effectively. What is 

more, social research often confirms these differences in important areas of social life. 

Though, when thinking about relevant aspects we know that it is not the categories 

themselves that are responsible for the differences but that behind the used 

categories there are other, often forgotten social processes and constellations which 

produce social differentiation. Legal categories for example are approximations 

towards social exclusion, especially legal and institutional exclusion, which leads to 
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marginalization on the labour market and therefore to economical disadvantages, but 

also may lead to exclusion from formal political participation. 

Territorial categories and categories of displacement usually refer to aspects of 

socialization or acculturation, i.e. the idea that norms of behaviour, culture, and 

patterns of interpretation of social reality have been shaped in a context different 

from that of the host country. Now, in the new society these learned patterns still are 

influential and help to explain differences between people socialized in different 

cultural contexts. Nevertheless it should be noted that research on that topic often 

points towards the idea of specific diasporic constellations (see e.g. Braziel & Mannur, 

2003), i.e. the idea that living under the conditions of Diaspora does not lead to 

patterns ranging from culture of origin towards host culture but that something new, 

different is created. In other words: living in diasporic situation can lead to a 

reinterpretation and reinvention of identity, behaviour and culture. 

Ethnic categories are highly disputed in the academic world. While used widely in the 

UK and in North America, they are avoided and sometimes even legally banned in most 

continental European countries. Ethnic categories are usually an approximation 

towards beliefs, culture, genetics and also social exclusion in terms of racism, isolation 

but also self isolation and minority community building.  

Of course, every category, legal, territorial, ethnic is an approximation towards the 

others. People having the nationality from another country are more likely to be born 

there and to have an ethnic identity different from the host country. However, it is 

important to underline that these categories are not identical and that they describe 

only different aspects of the migration phenomenon. 

Classifications as reifications 

There is a second problem related to classifications. Classifications are not only 

reflections of social situations and answers to social change. As researchers we not 

only use given categories but shape the way reality is perceived. Classifications do have 

an important influence on the way persons perceive themselves and others. And 

although social scientists often use the categories described above, as approximation 

to more complex phenomenon, for many people (including researchers) who use these 
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statistical data, categories can become solidified and reified. In other word there is the 

danger that categories appear to be the direct cause of behaviour (Simpson, 2004).  

Here we should introduce the concept of reification which is the idea of objectification 

plus forgetting. Objectification means, that people produce something, e.g. ideas, 

goods, social relations, categories, etc. by speaking them out loud, materializing them 

or behaving in a specific way. These products are then accessible as products for 

others as well as for the producer. When for example objectivising ideas in a discourse, 

people who listen to that discourse can relate to it, criticize it, cite it, etc. In our 

everyday life this is a mostly unproblematic cultural technique. 

The problem arises when we forget that the object was produced by persons with a 

specific intention. The product now is treated as an independent object, which can be 

used independently of the purpose of its production. In the case of migration 

categories, this means that these categories are just there. Researchers and people 

who make use of research data take these categories as given and as able to explain 

social phenomenon. The danger arises that the status of being a migrant and not the 

underlying social processes are seen as the direct cause of the observed differences. 

Nowadays, there is a growing amount of literature where ethnicity (or other 

categories) appears as cause for measured differences. In this way the reified research 

interest is satisfied when finding differences by ethnicity (or other categories) and it is 

not seen that these categories refer to other issues like social exclusion, culture, 

beliefs, economic disadvantages, etc. 

Where and how to count? 

So, it should be clear by now that researchers do not only observe and describe reality 

but also do create reality (categories, institutional and individual practices) and that 

the category of “migrant” can only be an approximation of underlying social 

conditions, processes and relations. But, given the case that we defined migration for 

our purpose, the next question to answer is: Where do we count? Most studies about 

migration take given administrational divisions (such as the EU, states, municipalities) 

as a natural environment for counting migrants. There are several reasons why 

researchers rely on given territorial limitations. One is surely the fact that research 

often is financed by a specific public administration, which wants to know about 
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migrants living in “their” circle of influence. This is also one reason why there are so 

many studies about immigration in relation to research on emigration. Another reason 

is the accessibility of administrative data, and with the growing amount of research in 

specific territories as well as of other research data. But taking a social practice like a 

territorial division for granted is never a good idea. In the case of territorial division we 

can easily fall in the trap of methodological nationalism (Beck, 2000). This term 

describes the idea that sociology arose as a science for self-observation of the new 

born nation states. Research methods were developed taking the nation state as frame 

for all kind of social phenomenon. Nevertheless, in the “era of migration” (Castle & 

Miller, 2003) which is defined by the fact that people move internationally, leaving 

behind traditional boundaries and the logics of nation state it is right to ask whether 

territorial limitations based on the nation state still make sense. A definite answer 

cannot be given here but every researcher doing migration studies has to ask whether 

the social phenomenon he wants to investigate has its “natural” frame in the given 

administrative divisions. 

Now, supposing that we solved the question of where to count and of how to define 

migration, we face the question of how to count. There are two main ways of how to 

do so. First, we can use official data, i.e. mostly factual data from public 

administration, or we can use surveys. 

When using given data, we have to know the given limits of this data. Take the 

following example from Spain, where we could have defined for our purpose migrants 

as a) foreign nationals b) who have lived in Spain for longer than 3 months. We have 

relatively easy access to the municipal register, where everybody living in Spain 

(whether legally or undocumented) has to register. There is first of all the practical 

problem that there are people living in Spain who are not registered, because of fear 

of repression (often undocumented migrants), lack of subjective needs (often 

international retirement migrants), ignorance about the existence of the register 

(often new arrived migrants), or people who have no address where to register 

(homeless people). On the other hand there exists the possibility that a person who 

moved from one place to another still remains for a certain time on the previous 

register. Although all these aspects concern especially migrant population, the 
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municipal register remains the best existing approximation on migration defined in the 

way we did in this example. 

When so defining migration we will find that at the beginning of 2011 there were 5.7 

million foreigners registered in the municipal register. However, in this example we do 

not count former foreign nationals who now have been naturalized (more than 

500,000 in the last 10 years) or people with a double nationality (as register data 

shows only one nationality per person). Also, we don’t count Spanish nationals born 

abroad (actually 1.3 million including those who were born with a nationality different 

from the Spanish one). However, we do count as migrants in this case foreigners born 

in Spain, i.e. people who perhaps never crossed a national border (actually more than 

400,000 people). So when using given data we always have to ask which inclusions and 

exclusions are made and what does this mean regarding the scope of the data. 

When doing our own surveys we first of all have to design a questionnaire which is 

understandable by the target population. That means that we often have to translate, 

adapt and validate the questionnaire for the specific population group in question. 

There can be quite important cultural differences in the meaning of some terms or 

concepts used. 

Furthermore we face sampling problems which particularly exclude the most 

marginalized population and therefore threatens the representativeness of the whole 

survey. These are the over-representation of the socially integrated (those willing to 

answer), visible (those being in public spaces or at their homes) migration population 

with language skills (able to answer to the questionnaire). Furthermore, especially in 

research where migrants are captured in public spaces, there is often an 

overrepresentation of phenotypical migrants as those who appear to be native often 

pass as unperceived by the researcher. 

We have seen that there are many decisions and (normative) implications which are 

exterior to the research process. Critical use of research therefore does not end in the 

identification of objectives in an ethically informed way or the use of research data for 

social advocacy. It means that science itself has to be reflexive and think about the 

(ethical) adequacy of their methods. 
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HOW TO RESEARCH, FIND AND EVALUATE INFORMATION AND DATA 
 
Rafael Aleixandre Benavent 
Unidad de Información e Investigación Social y Sanitaria-UISYS. Universidad de 
Valencia-CSIC. Valencia, Spain. 

 

Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to help in the different stages of the scientific information 

search process, as well as in the use of information sources on Health Sciences and 

Immigration. One must remember that being familiar with information sources, 

scientific publication channels and ways of retrieving information from your scientific 

field is an important part of the research process. 

When we search for information we are prone to use one of the several search engines 

available on the Internet: Google, Mozilla, etc. Although this solution is often good 

enough, it is necessary to note that lots of pages in the Internet only add confusion 

and are not written by professional people. Remember that anyone can create their 

own web pages on the Internet, and verifying the quality of the pages is often the 

responsibility of the user. For example, a Google search for "immigration and health", 

done in July 2001 recovered approximately 128 million web pages. This result is 

impossible to assimilate, and the solution is not to read the first or the first few pages, 

because the quality information could be in the following pages. 

What to do in this situation? The solution is to establish an appropriate methodology 

that will allow us to get the information we need from suitable sources.  This 

methodology consists in answering the following questions: 

• Where to search for information? 

• How to search for the information? 

• How to update the information? 

• How to evaluate the information? 

Where to search for information 

Bibliographic and scientific databases 

The main sources of quality information are the scientific and bibliographic databases. 

When you access to a database, you need to carry out the following actions:  
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1. Choose the database. 

2. Choose the period of the bibliographic research. 

3. Enter the search terms. 

4. Choose the field in which we want to search (in the title, summary, 

keywords, etc.). 

5. Press the search button. 

6. Review results. You should critically study the reference list obtained by the 

search. 

7. Choose a display format. 

8. Download or export the results of interest. 

The most important databases when searching for information on health sciences and 

immigration are the Web of Science (WOS), PubMed, Embase, Scopus and Sociological 

Abstracts. As a sample, we are going to make a brief description of PubMed. 

PubMed 

PubMed is one of the most important existing databases in health sciences. Comprises 

more than 20 million citations for biomedical literature from MEDLINE, life science 

journals, and online books. Citations may include links to full-text content from 

PubMed Central and publisher web sites. 

With the keywords” Emigration and immigration” you get 21,375 records, 961 of them 

are revisions and 2,678 have free access to the full text of articles.  

To search PubMed: 

1. First enter search terms in the search box, for example, “emigration and 

acculturation”. We retrieve 1,234 records that are displayed in a short format 

called summary (figure 13). 

2. Due to the fact that this result is too big in number of references, we have to use 

any of the limiting options to restrict or specify the results (e.g. "only items with 

summary", a particular age group, or a certain period of time). 

3. Once we have the preliminary results, change the display format to view the 

abstracts in the Display settings menu options. 
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4. Then, access the full text if it is possible. 

5. Access to other related items. 

6. Finally, send selected references to a file or e-mail. 

Information sources on books  

The most important sources on books are the national bibliographies and the 

electronic libraries like Europeana, Google books and Project Gutenberg. 

National bibliographies  

Almost all countries have a national library that offers the possibility of consulting all 

books and other materials published in each country.  

Electronic libraries 

By volume of digitised collections accessible, the Google Books project, Google service 

for the full text of books it scans is worth mentioning. Other notable projects with 

access to digital resources are Europeana, an open-access digital library opened in 

2008 that brings together numerous cultural institutions in countries of the European 

Union (figure 14), and the World Digital Library, a project created in 2009 by the 

Library of Congress and UNESCO to promote free access to a great number and variety 

of cultural content of interest in the education and academic world. Other important 

sources are Project Gutenberg, launched in 1971, that includes public domain or free 

broadcast with the permission of the authors, and the Internet Archive, a non-profit 

organization created in 1996 to preserve Web resources and multimedia. 

All these projects are invaluable in relation to those books in the public domain once 

the copyright expired and in particular in the field of Social Sciences and Humanities. 

However, much of book publishing in science and academia is safeguarded by 

copyright and do not offer free access. 

As a leading supplier of electronic books in the field of Health Sciences platforms, you 

can highlight E-book, which brings together content from more than a hundred 

editorials, and Science Direct, which includes the e-books published by Elsevier.  

Databases on thesis and dissertations  
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The most relevant databases on thesis and dissertations are DART, Networked Digital 

Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) and University Microfilm International 

(UMI). 

At the European level project DART, a cooperative research libraries and library 

consortia is worth mentioning. It has created a single portal of free access to more 

than 125,000 electronic theses from 16 European countries (Figure 15). The 

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations initiative is a non-profit 

cooperative that provides free access to the full text of doctoral theses at universities 

around the world. Finally, there is the database Dissertations & Theses (until 2006 

Dissertation Abstracts), produced by UMI, that brings together information from more 

than a million and a half doctoral theses in over 500 universities and research centres 

around the world. 

Directories of electronic journals 

The directories of electronic journals are ranked lists of journals that allow free access 

to its contents. Many of them are part of an initiative called Open Access, which 

promotes free access to all information. An example of this initiative is the DOAJ 

(Directory of Open Access Journals).DOAJ allows access to 18 journals on migration 

and 519 journals on health. Some examples are the journals Darkmatter, Ethnicity and 

Race in a changing world, and the UNESCO journal Diversities (Figure 16). 

Specialized Websites 

Some examples of specialized websites are the European Migration Network, the 

European Web Site on Integration, the European Commission Fight against Trafficking 

in Human Beings, the European Network against Racism, the Global Health Workforce 

Alliance and the Migration Policy Institute. For example, the objective of the European 

Migration Network is to meet the information needs of the European Union 

institutions and of Member States’ authorities and institutions by providing up-to-date, 

objective, reliable and comparable information on migration and asylum, with a view 

to supporting policymaking in the European Union in these areas. The EMN also serves 

to provide the general public with such information, including via this website (figure 

17). Please, visit the web sites of these institutions in order to gather information of 

interest.  
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Search engines on the Internet 

As a last resort you can try a "wild search" in the search engines and metasearch 

engines on the Internet (mainly Google, Google Scholar). 

Google Scholar searches into a selection of scientific pages (peer-reviewed papers, 

theses, books, abstracts and articles from academic publishers, professional societies, 

universities and other academic organizations). After the search, Google presents the 

results sorted by relevance, using its own technology for ranking that takes into 

account the full text of articles, authors, publication source and number of citations 

received. Google Scholar offers two options for searching: basic and advanced search, 

which allows increased accuracy by setting limits and other restrictions.  

With the words Immigration and health you retrieve in Google 128.000.000 results, 

but in Google scholar we only retrieve 204 results (by limiting the search in title, and 

since 2000 period). 

In this kind of search is useful to know some features that you can find in the tools 

menu on the left side of the page: 

•  The search in quotations to find pages where the exact phrase is included (for 

example, a search using the syntax "demography of immigrant youth " will show 

the pages that have the four words, one after another and in that order) 

• "Related Searches" to access to other pages with similar topics. 

• "Timeline" that lists the pages sorted by those years in content (not by date of 

creation of the website). 

HOW TO SEARCH? 

In order to search information we need to know the use of the following operators in 

the search boxes: Boolean operators, truncation and simple search versus advanced 

search. 

Boolean operators  

The most relevant Boolean operators are AND, OR and NOT. 

• If you use the AND operator, all search terms must occur to be retrieved. 

For example (Figure 18): 

Immigrant* AND life expectancy  

Retrieves documents that contain both Immigrant* AND life expectancy  
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• If you use the OR operator, any one of the search terms must occur to be 

retrieved. Use when searching variants and synonyms. For example (Figure 

19): 

Education* OR culture  

Retrieves documents that contain at least one of the terms  

• If you use the NOT, this operator excludes records that contain a given 

search term (Figure 20).  

Immigrant* NOT asylum seeker*  

Retrieves documents with immigrant, excluding any which also contain asylum 

seeker* 

Truncation  

A truncation at the end of a word can be used to retrieve all variations of the word 

(singular and plural), or to retrieve all forms of a root word. For example, if we 

truncate Symptom* we retrieve Symptom, Symptoms, Symptomatic, etc. 

Simple search versus advanced search 

Normally there are two possibilities or search systems, the simple and the advanced. 

We recommend that you always use the advanced search because it gives a choice of 

several options from the displayed menus (Figure 21). 

How to keep the information updated? 

Once the search and the results are obtained the next step is to keep the information 

updated, using some of the services in the Internet: 

E-TOC services 

The Electronic Table of Contents (eTOC) service allows anyone who registers their 

email address to be notified via email when new content goes online. 

Bibliographical alerts 

The bibliographic alerts allows several actions, for example, E-mailing to a friend, Alert 

me when this article is cited, Alert me if a correction is posted, Alert me when rapid 

responses or similar articles are published in a journal or in PubMed 

Mailing lists 
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An electronic mailing list is a special usage of email that distributes messages to many 

Internet users, using a list of names and addresses. One example is the UNESCO list 

“Migration and Multicultural Policies”. 

Subscribing to RSS feeds for syndicating Web content 

A RSS is a format for notifying to subscribers the new published content at a website 

How to evaluate the information? 

The main criterion is the quality of content, but also can be useful for us to know which 

the source of the information is:   

• Peer reviewed journals 

• Accreditation agencies 

• Journals with Impact factor 

• Government institutions  
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Figure 13: A search about “Emigration and Immigration” AND acculturation in 
PubMed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: A search on books about “Social integration” in Europeana 
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Figure 15: Europe E-theses Portal-DART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: A search on free access journals about “migration” in the Directory of 
Open Access Journals-DOAJ 
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Figure 17: Application for database access in European Migration Network, the 
European specialized web site on integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Use of the Boolean operator AND 

Immigrant*Immigrant*
life

expectancy
life

expectancy

Boolean operatorsBoolean operators

AND

(Intersection)

All search terms must occur to be retrieved

Immigrant* AND life expectancy

Retrieves documents that contain both Immigrant* AND life expectancy  

 

 

Figure 19: Use of the Boolean operator OR 
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Figure 20: Use of the Boolean operator NOT 

 

 

 

Figure 21: A typical “advanced” form search 

Education*Education* cultureculture

OR

(Union)

Boolean operatorsBoolean operators

Any one of the search terms must occur to be retrieved. 
Use when searching variants and synonyms.

Education* OR culture 

Retrieves documents that contain at least one of the terms

Immigrant*     Immigrant*     asylum seeker*asylum seeker*

NOT

(Exclusion)

Excludes records that contain a given search term.

Immigrant* NOT asylum seeker*

Retrieves documents with immmigrant, excluding any which also contain 
asylum seeker*

Boolean operatorsBoolean operators
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choose options

Advanced search allows to choose several options from the displayed menus
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HOW TO MEASURE THE QUALITY OF LIFE (QOL) IN IMMIGRANT 

POPULATION 
 
Claudia C, Morales-Manrique 

 

Definition of quality of life (Qol) 

Actually, there is no agreed definition or measurement of QoL; it depends on the 

research field where it is to be applied (e.g. medicine, sociology, etc.). In general lines, 

recent research on QoL has focused on two methodologies of measurement: i) 

“Subjective well-being” (SWB):  that focuses upon self-reported levels of happiness, 

pleasure, fulfilment and the like; and  ii) The so-called “objective” measurements of 

QoL: that include quantifiable indices, generally of social, economic, and health 

indicators that reflect the extent to which human needs are or can be met (Costanza et 

al., 2008). 

Some authors (Costanza et al., 2008; Cummins, 2000) recall that subjective indicators 

of QoL are used, in part, from the observation that: a) many objective indicators 

merely assess the opportunities that individuals have to improve QoL rather than 

assessing QoL itself; b) objective indices fail to measure how people feel about their 

lives; c) objective indicators generally are very poor predictors of subjective quality of 

life; d) rather than presume the importance of various life domains (e.g. life 

expectancy or material goods), subjective measures can also tap the perceived 

significance of the domain (or “need”) to the respondent. 

So, what seems best is to attempt an approach to measure QoL that combines 

objective and subjective approaches.  

From my point of view, the most consistent definition for measuring QoL in an 

immigrant population is that used by Costanza et al., (2008): “Quality of Life (QoL) is 

the interaction of human needs and the subjective perception of their fulfilment, 

mediated by the opportunities available to meet the needs”. This is illustrated in 

Figure 22 below. 
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Figure 22: Definition of Quality of Life (Constanza et al., 2008) 

 

 

1. Opportunities to meet human needs, now and in the future (Built, Human, Social, and Natural Capital 

and time). 

2. e.g. Security, Affection, Leisure, Freedom, etc. 

3. Self-reported levels of satisfaction, happiness, etc. 

 

Figure 22 shows that overall QoL at any point in time is a function of: (a) the degree to 

which each identified human need is met, which we will call “fulfilment”, and (b) the 

importance of the need to the respondent or to the group in terms of its relative 

contribution to their subjective well-being. So, in the simplest of strategies, 

measurement of QoL would consist of two distinct scales: 1) the record of the degree 

of fulfilment of human needs; and 2) the record of the relative importance of the need 

(Costanza et al., 2008). 

Regard “Envisioning. Evolving Social Norms”, in Figure 22, it is important to mention 

what the authors indicate: “The fulfilment of human needs and (the) overall subjective 

well-being is affected by the (time-varying) weights individuals, groups, and cultures 

give to fulfilling each of the human needs relative to the others”. From this sentence, I 

particularly highlight the word “weights”, pointing out that it is a very important 

aspect to consider when measuring QoL in the immigrant population, due the fact that 

what is perceived as important for the QoL in one immigrant group can differ to a 

great extent to what is important for the host society or to other immigrant group. I 

also highlight the word “time-varying”, because it recalls the importance of measuring 

periodically the needs or interest, to determine whether what needs to be fulfilled is 

still important for the QoL, or what needs are emerging and has become more 

important for the QoL, besides measuring its satisfaction. 
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Some studies support the relevance of considering the self perceived needs of 

immigrants when measuring QoL. 

a) In recent years it has been determined that mental health treatment should 

be provided based on the needs reported by patients in order to improve their 

QoL (Priebe, Huxley, & Burns, 1999; Slade, 2002; Thornicroft & Tansella, 1999). 

b)  High numbers of unmet needs and low subjective quality of life appears 

increasingly robust across several studies (Slade et al., 2004). 

c) In a 4-year longitudinal study, the attendance of self-perceived needs from 

psiquiatric patients predicted an increase of the QoL, while the 

needs registered by health professionals were not associated with changes in 

the QoL (Lasalvia et al., 2005). 

I will use a case that can be considered as an example. Is from the article Dharavi, la 

otra cara de Mumbai (in English: Dharavi, the other face of Mumbai), published in 

National Geographic- Spanish version (Jacobson, 2007). In Figure 23 are some photos 

and some sentences from the article (translated into English); they reflect how the 

objectives indicators may not match with subjective indicators of QoL, and the 

importance of “listening” to the needs and interests of people. It can be seen how a 

particular attempt to improve the QoL of a community - in this case, people residing in 

Dharavi, India -may not match with the real needs and interest of its inhabitants, 

despite taking the objective indicators into account and having a “good will” to 

improve their QoL. 

 

Figure 23 

 Case Dharavi, Mumbai 

(Photos and content is from the article: “Dharavi, la otra cara de Mumbai”, published 

in National Geographic-Spain, August 2007). 
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Photo 1. “Some consider the neighbourhood of Dharavi like a painful aberration in the middle of the financial capital of 
India…” 
Photo 2. “Fifteen members and three generations of the family Shilpiri are packed into two small rooms for rent…” 
Photo 3: “A shanty-town…” 
Photo 4: “…place to wash cloths, full of sewage spills…” 
Photo 5: “…rain originates leaks in the injured roofs, muddy ground and floods the streets with excrement ...” 
Photo 6: Dharavi pulsates with the Hindu festival held in honour of the God Ganesha.  

 

Mr. Mehta: From Bombay, India, studied architecture in USA. Is son of a man from 

Gujarat, who came to Bombay and created an impressive metallurgical business. He says: “I 

had a revelation. I asked myself what was the difference between those and my father when 

he arrived from Gujarat. All harboured the same dreams. I decided then to dedicate my life to 

improving the neighbourhood. I realized that the people of Dharavi are my real heroes”. 

The plan of Mr. Mehta: In a beginning, 57,000 families will be relocated in high blocks of 

flats near their current homes (free buildings). Each family is entitled to about 20 square meters 

of housing with toilet. Having a private bathroom should be in principle a powerful incentive to 

accept the plan (there is currently one toilet per hundred inhabitants). 

 

Some opinions from residents regard Mr. Mehta plan are: 

� “What need have I of having my own lavatory?”, says a man that lives with his disabled 

father and other 13 relatives in two rooms, and share the neighbourhood's unofficial public 

toilet. The idea of a flush toilet for exclusive use offends him: “Spending all that water for so 

few people seems a stupid and immoral waste”.  

� Mr. Tank says: “How dare anyone say that Kumbharwada is a slum that needs to be 

rehabilitated?...”/  “Look at my house... why should we leave it all to go there?” 
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� Mr. Mobin says: “Mehta calls me his hero, but what knows about my life?... (He) is too 

busy in shaikhchilli or in daydreaming.” / “Has he ever thought that we do not want to be part 

of his dream?” /After a meeting with several neighbours: “we found that Mehta plan is useless 

for us”. 

 

Relevance of measuring Qol in immigrant populations 

What makes it particularly relevant to measure QoL in immigrants is: 

• Lower perceived QoL is associated with substance consumption and other physical 

or psychological disorders.  For example, in a longitudinal study with Latino 

American immigrants living in Spain, the maintenance of harmful alcohol 

consumption during two years, and actual harmful consumption, was associated 

with them being less positive about living in Spain over the previous 2 years, and a 

current lower adaptation to life in Spain (C.C. Morales-Manrique, 2010). 

• The results of QoL assessments are frequently used as a complement to other 

scientific health indicators. 

• Allows the correction of misinformation that leads to inefficient resource allocation 

in the community, providing empirical evidence for the investment in built, natural, 

human, and social capital in balanced ways, for people to fulfil their needs. 

• Incorporates subjective experience in the decision making process. 

• It determines life areas or domains relevant to assist the immigrant group. 

• It allows the determination of  and addresses stressors related to the immigration 

process or Acculturative Stress; e.g. loss of social networks, changing gender roles, 

loss of social status, unemployment, language barriers, etc. (Caplan, 2007). 

 

Steps to conduct a study of Qol 

I describe some general steps that can be followed at the moment of carrying out a 

study of QoL in immigrant population; from the adaptation or elaboration of the 

instrument to measure QoL, to the applicability of the results. 

Phase 1: Elaboration and validation of the instrument: 1.1) Translation of the 

instrument, if this is needed. 1.2) Literature review (anthropological, or regard studies 

carried out with the immigrant group), in order to determine dimensions necessary to 

incorporate in the scale. 1.3) Survey, focus groups or interviews with members of the 
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population or key informants (e.g. staff working in associations or services that assist 

immigrant population), that will help to determine: a) if there are dimensions or sub-

dimensions relevant for the QoL and which need specifying: (e.g.. painting and 

drawing, in leisure activities for aboriginal Australians; volleyball courts, in leisure 

activities, for Ecuadorians, etc.); b)  if is proper to eliminate some dimensions from the 

original scale; c) if is important to change some graphics within the scale to make 

them more familiar for the respondent, considering his/her cultural background and 

age; 1.4) elaboration of the scale and manual for application and punctuation; 1.5) 

assessing the psychometric proprieties of the scale in a pilot study or in a sample 

required for analysing the reliability and validity of the instrument. 

Phase 2: Application of the instrument in a representative sample of the immigrant 

group and analysis of data. 

Phase 3: Production of  the  report (first draft):  It contains: a) The Results of the data 

collected (e.g. overall QoL, satisfaction in each life area or dimension, life areas 

considered important, life areas considered less important, life areas with “need” to 

change, life areas with “interest” in changing and specifying gender differences). b) A 

Proposal: based on the results, describing services or social programs necessary to 

develop within the community, sensitive to the reported needs of the immigrant 

group. 

Phase 4: Dissemination of the final report (to be sent to policy makers or 

administrative organizations). For dissemination of the final report, a focus group 

could be held that aims to: a) clarify any aspect of the  proposal made in phase 3; b) 

review the vocabulary used, so that the report is more easily understood (this is a very 

important aspect of the final report: as it must be understood not only by researchers 

in the field, but also by individuals of the immigrant group, the general population and 

politicians); c) feasibility of adopting findings and any possible limitations; d) 

alternative ways of advancing the findings, in case limitations appear. Ideally, the 

participants in the focus groups should consist of: researchers, key informants 

(personal assisting immigrants in associations, health services, etc.), men and women 

from the targeted population (youth inclusive), and directors/personal of social or 

health services. 
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Phase 5: Monitoring QoL (periodically is ideal). The steps are: 5.1) a survey of a 

representative sample and/or same sample of phase 2; 5.2) dissemination of a report, 

that includes: a) overall QoL, changes in the QoL -if the QoL had an improvement or 

decrease-; b) if there are emerging needs or interests, or are changes in the  

perception of the life areas or domains that are considered important for the QoL; c) 

results of interviews or focus groups with members of the immigrant group, that can 

help clarify aspects related to the improvement or decrease of the QoL (e.g. limitations 

of services implemented; new political decisions, environmental events, etc.). 

Phase 6: Dissemination of the final Follow-up Report (similar steps of phase 4). 

 

QoL instruments 

Table 3 shows some instruments to measure QoL. Among them I highlight the DUQOL-

Spanish, because it consider subjective indicators, recodes what life areas are 

important or less important for the QoL, and what life areas the respondents have a 

need and interest in changing in order to improve their QoL. Also the ComQol-A, 

because it considers objective and subjective indicators; and especially for health 

indicators of QoL, the WHOQOL-Brief, because is adapted to many languages and 

countries, and is easy to administer.  
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Table 3: Instruments to measure QoL. 

Name/Authors Domains 
WHOQOL-BREF (Bonomi, 
Patrick, Bushnell, & Martin, 
2000). 
 

Physical health, psychological health, social relations and environment. 

Short Form-36 (Ware & 
Gandek, 1994). 

Physical health, general health, mental health, pain body, limitation in 
daily life, social functioning, vitality. 
 

Lancashire Quality of Life 
Profile (Oliver, Huxley, & 
Bridges, 1996). 
 

Work, leisure, religion, finance, conditions of life, legality and safety, 
family, social relationships and health. Includes a visual analogue scale 
overall quality of life. 

Quality of Life Index (QOLI)  
(Daley, Shepard, & Bury-
Maynard, 2005). 

Self-esteem, goals and values, health, education, work, 
creativity, game, help others, friends, neighbourhood, community, 
housing, children, love, money, family.  
 

Life Situation Survey (LSS)  
(Chubon, 1987). 

Sleep, self-esteem, health, income, nutrition, autonomy, 
stress, social emotional support, labour, environment, leisure, energy 
level, egalitarianism, humour, love and affection, mobility, support, 
safety, perspective, social support.  
 

Comprehensive quality of life 
scale –  adult (comqol – a) 
(Cummins, 1997). 
 

Measure objective and subjective components. Each domain is rated in 
terms of its importance to the individual as well as on its perceived 
satisfaction.  
Domains: Material well-being, health, productivity, intimacy, safety, place 
in community, and emotional well-being.  
 

Drug User Quality of Life 
Scale, Spanish version 
(DUQOL-Spanish)(C. C. 
Morales-Manrique, 
Valderrama-Zurian, 
Castellano-Gomez, 
Aleixandre-Benavent, & 
Palepu, 2007) 
 

Measure overall QoL, and of each domain: satisfaction, if is important for 
the QoL, need and interest in changing. 
Domains: health, drugs and alcohol, drug and alcohol treatment, 
education and training, family, feeling good about yourself, friends, harm 
reduction, being useful, health care, housing, how others treat you, free 
choice, leisure activities, money, neighbourhood safety, partner(s), 
community resources, sex, sense of future, spirituality, transportation. 
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MIGRATION CASE STUDIES  

PROTECTING UNDOCUMENTED MIGRANTS' RIGHT TO HEALTH IN ITALY: 

MEDICINE, POLITICS AND PARTICIPATION 
 
Chiara Bodini, Centre for International Health, University of Bologna 

 

Preamble 

At the end of 2008, during the discussion of a billon “security” among a group of bills 

called "Security Package" (Act733) in the Italian Senate, six senators of the Lega Nord 

party (a member of the ruling right-wing coalition) presented two amendments that 

severely threatened one of the basic principles of health policy concerning foreign 

people in the country, that is the guarantee of health services accessibility for 

undocumented migrants. The two amendments proposed to change Article 35 of the 

law on immigration (n. 286 of 1998). The article established that access to health care 

facilities (both hospital and territory-based) by foreigners non-compliant with the 

residence rules does not lead to any kind of alert or registration, except in those cases 

where a report is mandatory by law, on an equal footing with Italian citizens. This 

regulation had existed since 1995, with the main goal to "help or treat illegal 

immigrants" (which is an ethical attitude) but particularly to protect the community. 

As a matter of fact, the risk of being reported to the police while seeking medical 

attention or treatment creates an insurmountable access barrier, fostering a 

"clandestine health behaviour" which maybe extremely dangerous for the individual as 

well as for the community (disease does not make any ethnic, legal or skin colour 

distinction). This results in the denial of a fundamental right (the right to health and 

health care) to a part of the population: be it based on citizenship, ethnicity, census, 

political views or else, it opens the doors to further discrimination for other groups. 

Finally, fostering the establishment of a parallel, “illegal” health care system, and 

excluding a part of the population from disease prevention and treatment, it deeply 

undermines the state capacity to promote individuals' and community health and 

security. 
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“We will not report” campaign 

Despite a fierce opposition led by the Italian Society of Migration Medicine (SIMM)
27

, 

one of the amendments was approved by the Senate in February 2009. However, the 

opposition movement had by that time reached a critical size. Backed by the position 

of the National Federation of Medical Boards, by several statements from scientific 

societies and by the legal support of prominent jurists, SIMM sought support from its 

base in order to build a protest that could reach and impact on the Italian Parliament 

decision. The protest reached its peak in a day of national mobilisation, on 17
th

 March 

2009, when health professionals and civil society – including migrants' associations and 

networks – demonstrated against the provision in several Italian cities, demanding that 

the amendment be withdrawn. The common slogan was: “We are doctors and nurses, 

not spies: we will not report!” Civil society associations, non-governmental 

organisations, university scholars, migrants' groups, church groups, activists and 

citizens joined the actions, often led by young doctors and medical students and with 

the support of local Medical Boards. Building on the argument that health is a right for 

all, a common good as well as a basic human right, and that denying a basic right to a 

group of people threatens the rights of the whole community, the movement against 

the amendment won the support of the majority of the public. 

Soon after, several Local Health Authorities and Regional Health Departments issued 

formal acts against the amendment. As the protest grew, a key document was 

published: a letter by 101 Members of Parliament, belonging to the ruling coalition 

that had voted the act, in support of its withdrawal. 

However, while more and more individuals, associations, networks, scientific societies 

and professional bodies joined the protest, the Bill – that had not yet become law – 

was already producing a decrease in the access rate of undocumented migrants to the 

dedicated health services, due to the fear of being reported, sent to a detention centre 

or expelled.
28

In the same period, cases of undocumented migrants reported to the 

police while waiting to be assisted or when dismissed from hospitals appeared in the 

media. The wide indignation for these events further fuelled the protest, joined by 

                                                      
27 A complete archive of all the documents published during the campaign is available on the 

following website: http://www.simmweb.it/index.php?id=358. 

28 http://www.meltingpot.org/articolo14042.html 
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even more civil society organisations and non-for-profit associations, students' groups, 

academics and many individual citizens. Finally, at the end of April 2009, the Chamber 

of Deputies agreed to remove the amendment from the Bill. Moreover, the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs circulated a clarifying note that stated that the crime of illegal entry 

and stay in Italy, established by the same Bill, would not modify the existing law on the 

prohibition to report undocumented migrants in health facilities
29

 (Geraci e Marceca, 

2010). 

Ingredients of a success story 

After almost three years on, we can try to analyse the reasons of the success of a 

mobilisation that represents one of the highest moments of civil participation in recent 

Italian history, and certainly the most effective health campaign that took place in the 

country in the past several years. 

Among the many factors involved, a key one is the role that health professionals 

(doctors and nurses above all) took in leading the protest. In Italy, as in many countries 

in the world, doctors are a highly powerful and influential social group. Most probably, 

the fact that they started the protest and supported it during its whole course – for 

once moving away from the alleged “scientific neutrality” behind which they often 

hide – greatly increased the credibility of the cause, leaving little or no space for 

ideological or party attributions. Their standing for the issue, backed by a formal 

statement by the National Federation of Medical Boards, was crucial for its impact, on 

the public as well as on politicians and decision-makers. 

Moreover, the right to health appears as one of the few rights that – if threatened – 

are still able to outrage the “civil conscience” of the population. This may be linked to 

the Italian history of a universal national health system, and to its constitutional 

principle that protects the health of the individual (not of the citizen).
30

 When 

campaigning against the amendment, the promotion of migrants' right to health 

provided a mirror in which all people could see themselves. The fact that in their 

country such a basic right could be denied to some people, on the basis that they are 

                                                      
29 Italian Ministry of Internal Affairs, Circolare n. 12, 27

th
 November 2009. 

30 Constitution of the Italian Republic, Art. 32. 
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undocumented, seemed simply in human, unacceptable and deeply unjust. This 

explains most of the support that the protest gained among common people. 

Finally, the very key feature that led this battle to success is the network structure of 

the organisations that took part in it, a structure which is at once solid and flexible. 

This network had been created during the previous years, starting from personal 

relationships, and developed then on a regional basis thanks to the creation by SIMM 

of regional groups on immigration and health (GrIS). At the same time, the networking 

strategy was probably also the only one that could guarantee the survival of a scientific 

society, SIMM, that is very unique in the Italian scenario: it operates with little or no 

external funding, it's open to all professionals and not confined to the health sector, its 

structure is much more horizontal than vertical and hierarchic. These features allowed 

a heterogeneous group of associations and networks to join and cooperate in common 

actions, with mutual respect for diversity and autonomy and with the strong will to 

build – and build on – strategic synergies. The attitude to share and cooperate, rather 

than protect privileges and compete and the proactive networking are the two 

distinctive features of SIMM that proved to be extremely effective during the 

campaign, making the national spread of the movement possible without the need of a 

top-down (and costly) central control. 

Undocumented migrants' right to health in Italy: to be continued... 

Even if this story has many ingredients of success, we cannot forget the broader 

context in which it takes place. The “Security Package”, of which the questioned 

amendment was part, became law in July 2009. Among the many discriminatory rules 

against migrants it contains, there is one that states that entering or staying in Italy 

without a legal permit is a criminal act, punishable with detention (before, it was an 

administrative offence). Having it been transformed in an offence indictable ex-officio, 

it obliges any functionary (including doctors) to report to the police. Therefore, even if 

the amendment (that forced the health personnel to report undocumented migrants 

who sought medical attention) had been withdrawn, still the measure was threatening 

the right to health of these people. Fortunately, the enthusiasm and support for the 

campaign did not fade after the first success, and further actions and statements 

resulted in a clarifying note from the Home Office, that in December 2009 stated that 

the obligation to report did not apply to staff working in health structures, as for them 
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the previous prohibition to do so (the one the amendment sought to abolish) 

remained valid. 

However, looking at what happens on the ground, we sadly have to admit that this 

legal battle – as crucial as it has been – did not impact very much on the lives of 

undocumented migrants and on their health-seeking behaviours. The amendment 

proposed and later on the campaign against it, were thoroughly covered by the media, 

but not always in a correct way. On the one hand the media coverage was good, 

because it helped spread the information and gathering support, but on the other it 

contributed to creating a climate of tension and fear. Many people, sadly including 

doctors as well as migrants and civil society, believed the obligation to report to be 

already in place, and acted consequently. Some asking their patients to exhibit their 

permit and reporting who was not in order; others, refraining from accessing health 

services unless in critical conditions; the latter group, reporting “suspicious-looking” 

patients met in hospital waiting rooms. In those months, the majority of private non-

for-profit and public clinics dedicated to undocumented migrants reported a sharp 

reduction in the patient flow. In some realities, things have not yet come back to 

“usual times”, and the fear and diffidence induced by the amendment (and the whole 

“Security Package”) are among the main subjects on trial. 

Finally, healthcare is but one determinant of people's health. Undocumented migrants 

are presently one of the most disadvantaged social groups in Italy, bearing the toll of 

the highest health inequalities compared to the resident population. These are largely 

amenable to inequalities in the distribution of the so-called social determinants of 

health: employment, work, housing, education, social networks, welfare, etc. Even 

before the unquestioned right to healthcare, the right to live a decent life is being 

denied to them on a daily basis. Building on the example of SIMM, civil society and 

particularly professionals involved in health should continue to take action in the 

political debate, thus fulfilling their role as advocates of human rights, including the 

social, economic and cultural ones. 
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BULGARIAN MIGRATION  
 
Anna Krasteva, Evelina Staykova, Ildiko Otova, Vanya Ivanova 

 

Bulgaria is still a predominantly emigration country; the out-flows outnumber the in-

flows. This migration profile focuses on the immigration. 

Migration panorama 

According to the National Statistical Institute the migration balance is negative:  

-1,397 in 2007, -876 in 2008, - 933 in 2009. 

The number of immigrants in Bulgaria is relatively small: 55,684, according to the 

National Strategy on Immigration and Integration (2008 – 2015). The International 

Organization for Migration (IOM) counts more immigrants and estimates that they 

comprise 1.4 per cent of the population, i.e. 111,000 (IOM 2010). The methodologies 

used for these calculations are not known, which makes it difficult to compare the 

present data, but this clearly outlines the range of immigration as one of the lowest 

in the EU. 

In 2008, 23,934 individuals were granted the status of permanent and long-term 

residents. Among these the largest number was the Turkish citizens: 4,853, followed 

by 4,647 Macedonians; 2,217 Russians; 1.505 English and 974 Ukrainian citizens.  

The dynamics of the migration picture in Bulgaria can be observed by tracing the 

total number of foreigners who were granted the status of permanent and long-term 

residents in the past eight years: 17,564 in 2000, 21,569 in 2001, 17,978 in 2002, 

16,635 in 2003, 16,545 in 2004, 19,427 in 2005, 21,249 in 2006, 26,702 in 2007, 

23,934 in 2008 (Ministry of Interior.Source: Staykova (2010: 89). The trend clearly 

shows that after Bulgaria joined NATO in 2004, migration flows to the country 

started to increase. In 2007 when Bulgaria joined the EU, migration reached its peak: 

26,702 foreigners were granted the right to long-term or permanent residence. The 

decrease of flows in 2008 could be explained by the slowing down of migration 

processes throughout Europe as a result of the economic crisis. 

The number of Bulgarian citizens who obtained long-term residence status in Great 

Britain has grown by 100 per cent every year. The large number of German citizens 
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remains constant and there is a definite trend for French and Italian citizens to seek 

long-term residence status in Bulgaria. 

Immigration in Bulgaria is predominantly an urban phenomenon, with the exception of 

British citizens most of whom prefer to live in villages, immigrants prefer the big cities: 

35 per cent live in Sofia, 9 per cent in Plovdiv, eight per cent in Varna, and five per cent 

- in Burgas (National strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria on migration and integration 

(2008-2015). 

Applications for Bulgarian citizenship have increased steadily over the years: 7,184 

applications in 2004, 12,870 in 2005, 14,468 in 2006, 23,200 in 2007, 29,493 in 

2008(National strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria on migration and integration (2008-

2015). Migrants who have been granted Bulgarian citizenship come from: Macedonia 

(17,549, the data are for the period 2002 – 2008), Moldova (13,077), Russia (2,065), 

Ukraine (1,628), Serbia (1,528), etc. 

Historic background 
Immigration is a relatively new phenomenon related to the democratic opening of the 

country and the transition to market economy.  

During the communist regime, immigration was severely restricted and manifested 

itself in three forms: 

• The main group were students from the so-called Third world,  who 

were granted scholarships to study at Bulgarian universities; 

• A very small group was formed by the political refugees –  mostly 

people with leftist convictions from Greece and Turkey; 

• There is a single example of economic migration – Vietnamese workers 

involved mainly in construction in the 80’s. Even this form, which seems 

as pure labor migration, combines economic and ideological intentions 

– the Bulgarian communist government responded to the call of its 

Vietnamese “brother” to provide employment to some of the surplus 

labor it had. 

Migration profile 
If economic immigration was an exception during the communist period, during the 

post-communist period, the situation was completely reversed and became the rule. We 
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will outline the structure and dynamics of labour immigration in two ways: mapping the 

major sending regions and countries; and outlining the professional and employment 

profile of immigrants. 

The map of the regions sending immigrants to Bulgaria has six poles: 

• The largest group with the longest tradition is immigration from Russia, Ukraine 
and other countries from the post –Soviet area; 

• The most recent but growing group is comprised of EU citizens who, according to 
the European legal norms incorporated into Bulgarian legislation, are not considered 
foreigners and exercise the right of free circulation of labour; 

• Immigration from the Near and Middle East is part of a tradition nearly half a 
century old: Syrians, Lebanese, Palestinians, Iraqis, Afghans etc.; 

• African immigration is similar to the Arab group in relation to its half-century 
presence in this country; however numbers here are much lower; it is symbolically 
perceived as different because of the lack of any historical contact between Bulgaria 
and the African countries. It must be noted that immigrants from the Maghreb 
counties are very few and are part of the Arab community; 

• Chinese immigration is one of the most recent; it practically started from zero after 
the opening of the country in the early 90s. 

• In recent years new sending poles such as the United Kingdom emerged. A 

considerable part of Britons are representatives of the so-called retirement 

migration and are attracted by the affordable prices of real estate, mostly in the 

rural areas. 

The basic profile of the immigrant in Bulgaria is self-employed or running a small 

family business. The two major areas of employment are trade and the restaurant 

business. This is true of immigration from China and the near and Middle East. 

It is typical of many immigrants that they are mostly employed by companies owned by 

other immigrants, and not working for Bulgarian companies. 

If in many immigration countries a large proportion of the immigrants are employed in 

construction and certain industries involving production, this is a relatively new 

tendency in Bulgaria, which started evolving in the period of upheaval preceding the 

economic crisis. This is mostly reflected in Turkish, Vietnamese, and Chinese workers. 

Employment in administration and education tends to be an exception and is typical 

almost only of the representatives of Russia and other countries from the 

Commonwealth of Independent States.  

A new and interesting form of employment is offered by the call centres which profit 

from the language proficiency of immigrants. It is there that French and English-

speaking African immigrants, as well as people from Western Europe such as the 

Dutch, find employment. 
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A specific group is the consultants, experts, and managers who find employment with 

foreign investors, Bulgarian institutions or large Bulgarian companies. They are mostly 

representatives of the Western countries (Krasteva 2007, 2008). 

 Refugees and asylum seekers 

Bulgaria signed the Geneva Convention in 1993. In the period 1993 – November 2011, 

19,761 applications for asylum were received. Four main periods can be distinguished 

during this time:   

• Period of fluctuations 1993 – 1998. The number of the applications varied. In 1994 

it doubled compared to the previous year (561), to reach in the next two years the 

starting point and to rise again at the end of the period – 429 in 1997. It has to be 

underlined that these fluctuations were in small numbers –between 250 and 550 

per year.  

• Period of rapid growth 1999 -2001. During the first year the numbers are four 

times higher than in 1993. Each year the growth is between 400 and 670 

applications; at least as much as or more than the overall number of the 

applications for the previous period. The highest point was 2002: 2,888 

applications were received, ten times higher than the beginning of the recorded 

statistics. But even then the scale of the flow is not exceeding the capacity of the 

country and the existing institutional structure to handle it.  

• Period of smooth decrease 2003 – 2006. 2003 marks a rapid decrease of 1,339 

applications compared to the previous year. The applications decrease by 422 in 

2004, 305 in 2005 and 183 in 2006. 

• Period of new increase after 2007, connected with the accession of Bulgaria to the 

EU: 975 applications received in 2007, in 2009, there is a small decrease down to 

746 applications, followed by a rising trend again;  853 in 2009 and 1,025 in 2010 

(State Agency of Refugees). 

The top 10countries with the majority of applications for asylum are Afghanistan– 

5,714, Iraq – 4,899, Armenia – 1,865, Iran – 936, without citizenship – 909, Serbia and 

Montenegroа – 775, Nigeria – 518, Algeria – 444, Turkey – 385, Syria – 350. 
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INTERNATIONAL RETIREMENT MIGRATION 
 
Benno Herzog 
Department of Sociology and Social Anthropology, University of Valencia (Spain) 

 

International Retirement Migration (IRM) is a growing phenomenon in the globalized 

world. It takes account of the migration of retired or often early-retired people 

towards traditional tourist regions. These migrants are usually attracted by the climate 

and the relatively higher purchasing power. They often acquire a house or a flat in the 

chosen region and are characterized at the beginning by a high level of well-being. One 

of the regions which receive the most IRMs is the Costa Blanca, i.e. the coastal area of 

the southern autonomous region of Valencia (Spain). 

Despite a more than 40-year-old tradition of IRM in Europe, there is relatively little 

social research on this field. Retired European migrants have not been felt to be 

politically controversial, i.e. they have not been seen to be the reason for social 

problems, nor have they be seen as needy, poor or deprived. The terms used in the 80s 

and early 90s for describing this population often have been linked to the model of the 

social agent of tourist rather than to a migration model. Instead of talking of migration, 

the terms real estate tourism, residential tourism or second-home tourism seemed 

more adequate for conceptualizing this phenomenon. Consequently the focus on this 

type of research was more on the economic impact of these social groups. However, 

with the idea of European residents or International Retirement Migrant there is a shift 

of attention. Now researchers are recognizing the longer stay consequences of these 

mobile pensioners, focusing on the migrants themselves, their social situation, culture 

or quality of life. 

Disregarding the interesting cultural phenomenon of Diaspora life of the elderly, there 

are mainly three reasons why critical social researchers could draw their attention 

towards IRM. First, there are a growing number of dependent, old and often isolated 

people who seem to fall through the net of social and political attention. Secondly, IRM 

could be used as a contrast foil for comparison with other less privileged migrant 

groups. This could lead to a deeper insight in general concepts linked with migration 

phenomenon like integration, exclusion, living together or identity building. Finally IRM 
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is a challenge for researchers as well as for policy makers to adapt traditional (national) 

healthcare to the transnational lifestyle of some European citizens and to develop a 

common European, transnational social policy. 

Social needs of International Retirement Migrants 

Research about IRM usually acknowledges a certain tendency for living in specific 

residential areas and – at least in Spain – of a concentration of European residents in 

some, mainly coastal municipalities. In 24 municipalities of the Costa Blanca the 

number of foreigners aged 55 or more is higher than the number of native Spaniards of 

the same age and in 12 of those municipalities their number is even twice has high. 

This segregation corresponds to a tendency of isolation and of living in separated 

communities (multi-communitarism). Nevertheless, unlike the segregation of other 

migrant groups, in the case of IRM, isolation is seldom perceived as problematic due to 

the relatively high well-being and life-satisfaction. Although there is a lack of 

integration into the Spanish society, International Retirement Migrants usually feel 

well integrated in the Diaspora group. 

However, there are specific social situations when isolation becomes problematic. 

Health problems related to the ageing process, or other autonomy-restricting facts like 

the death of a partner can pose severe challenges for these migrants and show the 

debility of partial integration. The increasing need for social and health services forces 

some migrants to return to their home countries. Nevertheless, for many IRM this way 

back is closed because they have no longer have property in their countries of origin or 

because of the loss of local and familiar integration in their home country. These old, 

remaining migrants usually have limited economic resources, poorer health conditions 

and less autonomy than the average retired migrant. 

It is in this situation when the lack of contact with individuals or institutions of the host 

country becomes problematic. IRM often did not learn the basic modes of operation of 

the local health and social services. They usually lack sufficient linguistic skills and do 

not have younger family members in Spain who could lend them a helping hand. The 

accumulation of these aspects ultimately could lead to the possibility of severe 

isolation in old age, far away from the topic of the residential “tourist”. In addition, 

health and social care in Spain is based far more on family links than it is in northern 
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Europe. This means, that there are few resources in Spanish health care or social 

services for small, unskilled work like domestic care and support within in the 

household. 

The helplessness and dependence of some older migrants gives rise to a growing 

criminality, exploiting the disorientation of these older people. The larger the national 

community and the more there is a tradition of volunteering, the more charity groups, 

self-help groups or religious communities can be found trying to cope with that 

situation. However, the volunteers are usually unable to meet these growing social 

needs as it is the social system of the host society which is responsible for their 

citizens. 

Associational life of IRM: link towards society or agents of self-isolation? 

As we saw, migrant associations play a decisive role in the well-being of that social 

group. However, the academic discourse about associations is largely dominated by 

the image of organisations of working migrants. In addition, the Spanish legal system 

does not consider any special measures for IRM organisations. The Spanish authorities 

only recognize organisations which are officially recorded in the register of 

associations and fulfil some minimum criteria, such as having by-laws, for example. 

Without recognition, no official contact can be established and no financial or logistical 

aid is possible. Yet migrant organisational life is a complex and heterogeneous field 

which requires recognition beyond the register of associations. Social groups of all 

kinds present themselves and their activities, try to recruit new members and offer 

their assistance by small, (usually) free advertisements in European residents’ 

newspapers and free sheets. Even though they have no legal basis, these groups 

should be considered as associations in the sociological sense since they have regular 

activities, relatively stable structures, and, with their appearance in the newspapers, 

they also have a kind of “showcase” or “mission” towards society. 

In our own research (Simó & Herzog, 2005, Simó et al., 2013) we found more than 700 

associations of European migrants in the autonomous region of Valencia. Most of 

them were located at the Costa Blanca. Almost 90 per cent of these organisations were 

not officially registered. Although there was an important presence of groups for 

mutual aid, including spiritual organisations, most associations were orientated toward 
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leisure and sociability. When living in a country different from the country of origin, 

nationality, language or regional belonging becomes more important and 

consequently, many of the organisations had national or language terms in their name 

or as part of their organisational identity. In other words: a group like a Norwegian 

club only makes sense under the conditions of not living in Norway. 

In conclusion, these organisations are strong self-centred groups rather than general 

bridges towards the host society. Nevertheless, in some cases, like political 

participation, neighbourhood safety or solidarity towards others, the associations have 

the potential to help residents integrate into specific aspects of the host society. 

When doing qualitative research based on interviews and participant observation we 

found four main reasons for not participating into the broader society or integrating 

into the formal administrative structures: Unawareness about the mode of operation 

of the host society, inexperience of how to make contact with individuals and 

institutions of the host society, reluctance towards integration into a foreign and 

therefore strange or even inferior society and finally no necessity as a strong argument 

for not contacting with local institutions or individuals. 

When focusing on identity we found that most people build their identity on regional 

or language lines. So there were several German-speaking groups which were 

composed by Germans, Austrians and Swiss. Nevertheless, in French speaking 

associations there was sporadic participation of Canadian migrants but not of northern 

Africans. Interviewees refused to describe themselves as migrants. Instead, they 

regarded themselves as European residents. Nevertheless in the usage of that term we 

found that it excluded Spaniards, i.e. a strong sense of being different to the Spaniards 

and more similar to other European migrants could be found. 

We found that social organizations and networks could be a first step towards 

integration, but also a step towards (self-isolation). The question that has to be asked 

is what is the decisive factor that enables an organization to function as a bridge ore a 

link towards the rest of society? 

IRM: Challenging traditional concepts and models 

Models of integration which combine organisational life, social participation, inclusion 

and migration are highly influenced by models of working immigrants with urgent 
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social needs, and, therefore, these models often disregard groups of migrants with 

totally different socio-demographic qualities. Socio-economic status models (SES) 

relate the possibilities for successful integration and social participation directly to the 

standard of living of an individual or whole group (Ramakrishnan & Espenshade, 2001). 

Studies using this model cite a higher chance of integration for social groups 

possessing resources such as education, money, time, etc. Yet, in the case of IRM 

migrants, neither time, nor money, nor recognition, nor European citizens’ rights 

automatically engender integration and participation. As other studies about IRM 

assent, European residents often do not feel part of the host society (Gustafson, 2001; 

2008) and tend to create a community of Heimat or Gemeinschaft within the host 

society (Huber & O'Reilly, 2004; Simó Noguera & Herzog, 2005) rather than trying to 

follow any ideal of integration. 

This lack of a perceived necessity to integrate on behalf of a huge part of the IRM 

community questions the normative imperative of integration. It is necessary to 

rethink integration models in highly individualized, transnational societies where there 

are types of migrants who convert non-integration into a virtue and prefer to maintain 

a lifestyle as similar as possible to the one they had in their home countries (Gustafson, 

2001). It has to be asked what integration can mean when faced with these actual 

realities of transnational life.  

So, with regard to IRM we could rethink the use of the concept of integration and plant 

questions like: do we need integration? Why would we need it if there is a relatively 

high well-being of the socially less integrated? Or: what could integration mean in 

social groups with transnational social ties? The question that arises here is: 

integration into what: into a limited (national) community or into a broader or several 

broader societies? 

Similar questions could be asked regarding the normative imperative of the creation of 

a common identity in order to guarantee social solidarity and cohesion. Is this identity 

necessary, possible or even a progress? Other topics which have to be rethought in the 

light of IRM are social participation (Who participates where? Challenges for 

transnational social participation…) or the general idea of social living together (What 

does a peaceful living together require? What does it imply?). IRM could be a 
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stimulating contrast foil when it comes to the discussion of all these concepts. What is 

more, the socially deprived retired migrants, described before, with their serious social 

problems can be seen as an embedded polarity in the IRM itself. The consideration of 

this specific minority could sharpen our intellectual tools for thinking about theoretical 

concepts and social models. 

IRM, with its trans-national lifestyle and its Diaspora organizations, is challenging the 

bureaucratic legitimacy of national boundaries (Bozic, 2006) and questioning concepts 

of integration based on the nation state. Solutions are required that transcend any 

national or regional administration of the severe social needs of a collective, even one 

traditionally identified with a high standard of living. The relatively new research on 

IRM could make a substantial contribution to that future challenge. 
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Much of the discussion and debate around migration in Europe is framed negatively, 

with migrants being problematized, either as contaminators who put society’s health 

at risk; as consumers of scarce resources, including health services; or as migrating 

specifically to take advantage of higher levels of welfare provision than are available in 

their countries of origin. This paper looks at these arguments and suggests that it is 

simply not correct to portray migrants as a cost to society and indeed the opposite is 

the case; the societies in which migrants reside benefit from their presence and, in 

particular, migrants are net contributors to health care provision. This paper therefore 

argues that it is important to consider the benefits of migration, specifically in relation 

to the provision of essential services, as migrant labour is key to their maintenance. 

Gushulak and MacPherson (2004) argue that migration has a potential impact on 

health and on the use of health services on migrant host nations. In a number of 

studies they suggest that migrants, through movement back and forth, make the 

management of infectious diseases more problematic. The logic of this argument is 

that migrants place strains on healthcare provision and furthermore place the health 

of the host population at risk. These views similarly find expression in the public arena, 

with negative stories appearing in the press about the consequences of migration for 

health. The stories are often fed by politicians who seek to divert criticism of their 

policies on to migrants. Thus they suggest that it is not cuts in healthcare provision 

that put the health of the population at risk, but it is migrants that do this. An example 

on the use of this argument was published in the Daily Mail, one of the UK’s largest 

circulation popular papers (see: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-

191209/Migrants-blamed-diseases.html) when reporting on Conservative Party 

policies, with the following headline: Migrants blamed for diseases say Tories, an 

article which linked the growth in cases of HIV, tuberculosis and hepatitis directly to 

migration.  
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Another side of this anti-migration argument is to suggest that migrants use up a 

country’s scarce resources and that it is the duty of governments to put in place 

policies that actively prevent them from doing this. Again it is health services that are 

often used as an example. For example, immediately following the UK general election 

of 2010, the new Home Secretary Teresa May stated that she would be considering 

what she described as the 'social consequences of migration’ adding ‘We all recognise 

some of the social issues about pressure on public services, pressure on schools and 

hospitals and also pressure on housing.' (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

1290288/Migrants-private-healthcare-insurance-pressure-NHS.html). Here too 

migrants are depicted as a burden on society and as net consumers of limited public 

resources. The views expressed point to locals being denied essential services because 

these are being diverted to migrants.  

The third negative depiction of migrants suggests that their migration is entirely 

focused on obtaining the benefits of higher-level welfare provision in the destination 

countries. Again the Daily Mail newspaper obliges with an article entitled Migrants 

queue up to reach “promised land” (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

1161614/Theyre-Mass-migrants-queue-Calais-reach-Promised-Land-UK.html) which 

stated that there were ‘huge’ numbers of migrants in the North of France trying 

desperately to reach the promised land – the UK - although reading through the article 

it turns out that these ‘huge’ numbers total around 1,500 migrants. The message 

conveyed in the article is that migrants are gathering to ‘invade’ the UK, simply 

because it will offer them a good life without effort. 

There is of course another way to view migration and healthcare and that is to 

consider migrants not just as consumers of resources, but, much more importantly, as 

the providers of these resources. Thus while migrants may use health services and may 

even indeed present some health care problems (just in the same way as the 

indigenous population does) they also keep the health services functioning, whether 

working as doctors or nurses, as porters or cleaners or within the public or private care 

sector. For example, more than 15,000 doctors in Germany have a migrant 

background; in Ireland there are more than 1,000 nurses of migrant origin; in France 

between 7,000 and 8,000 doctors are migrants. Specifically in relation to the UK, the 
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statistics demonstrate the key role of migrant labour in the provision of healthcare. Of 

the 218,833 doctors in post in 2010, just 63 per cent qualified in the UK; nine per cent 

qualified in another EU country and 28 per cent (almost one in three) were third 

country nationals. In 2003 43 per cent of new nurses and 70 per cent of new doctors 

were migrants (WHO, 2010a). As a government report (Yar et al., 2006) notes: 

‘The healthcare sector was reliant on workers born overseas particularly in 

clinical occupations. Compared with 13 per cent of the total healthcare 

workforce born outside the UK, the proportions of doctors (36 per cent), dentists 

(25 per cent), nurses and midwives (16 per cent) born abroad were significantly 

higher.’ 

The report provides the following table (Table 4) which used the UK 2001 Census to 

calculate the composition of the county’s healthcare workforce. This demonstrated 

that just 59 per cent of doctors in the UK were born in England and Wales, while 28 per 

cent were born in either Africa or Asia.  

Table 4: Country of birth of the workforce1 in Healthcare Sector and in All Industries, 

2001 (%) 

Doctors  Dentists  Nurses  Midwives  Healthcare  All  Working age pop  

       

England and Wales  59  70  80  80  84  88   87 

Rest of UK (Inc) 5  5  3  4  3  2   2 

Rest of Europe  6  5  4  4  3  3   3 

Africa    8  9  4  4  3  2   2 

Asia   20  8  4  3  4  3   4 

North America  1  1  2  3  1  1   1 

South America  0  0  0  0  0  0   0 

Oceania3   1  1  1  1  1  0   0 

All (=100%) (000s) 110  20  356  24  1,439  22, 932 31,945 

1. Adults aged 16 to state pensionable age. 

2. Includes Middle East, Far East and South Asia. 

3. Includes Australia, New Zealand and Papua New 

 

Similarly, although not included in the statistics in Table 4 above, which dealt only with 

health care professionals, high proportions of healthcare workers in ancillary positions 
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(cleaners, porters etc.) are also from a migrant background. Furthermore, within the 

private healthcare sector migrants represent high proportions of care workers. Elder 

care conducted within private households is also now highly dependent on migrant 

workers. Without migrant workers, both public and private health provision would be 

at breaking point in many EU states. Healthcare systems rely on migrant workers for a 

number of reasons, principally due to: 

• A lack of local suitably qualified staff; 

• Poor wages, particularly for ancillary workers in healthcare, which make these jobs 

unattractive to local workers; 

• Poor working conditions – long working hours; shift work; and 

• The existence of undervalued sections of healthcare – in the UK geriatric care 

would fall into that category – which are more likely to be avoided by local 

professionals in favour of high prestige sections of healthcare, such as surgery. 

It also should be noted that migrants generally arrive having completed their 

education, with its cost having fallen on them or their families or on their countries of 

origin; they arrive at the point in time when their health is most likely to be good (in 

the 20 to 40 age group) and where the social costs that states might be obliged to 

incur are relatively low. High social costs are generally associated with the period of 

childhood and of old age and these are the two extremes where migrants are under-

represented.  

However, EU state governments exhibit contradictory positions in responding to the 

issue of migrant labour and health services. All pursue policies aimed at reducing third 

country migration even though they have the obligation to provide functioning 

healthcare services which they know are increasingly dependent on migrant labour, in 

both professional and non-professional posts. Sometimes the arguments they use are 

unconvincing. For example, in the UK the government has promoted its policies to 

control migration, by arguing that the movement of migrant healthcare professionals 

‘robs’ countries of skilled, vital workers, citing in support of that position the WHO 

Global Code of Practice on the International Recruitment of Health Personnel which 

argues for the need to achieve an ‘equitable balance’ between the interests of health 

workers, source countries and destination countries (WHO, 2010b). This argument has 

been utilised in the UK to introduce a bar on nurses migrating from South Africa. The 

government argued that South Africa was being deprived of skilled, trained workers 

but has never discussed whether there are alternative ways of both ensuring that 
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healthcare standards do not fall in countries of origin and of ensuring that all workers, 

including health workers, have the right to exercise a choice as to whether or not to 

migrate. This could be achieved, for example through the state providing aid or 

assistance or by covering the costs of training professional health workers. This would 

help replace those who migrate while at the same time providing opportunities (to 

those healthcare workers who want them) to travel and experience different work 

systems. This can only benefit the workers, their countries of origin and the countries 

that they migrate to.  

These are some of the key issues that will be addressed in the relevant session at the 

Global health and migration summer school. 
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i
 There is quite a variety on introductory literature about qualitative research differing sensibly in scope, 

quality and price. For students who want to get in touch with the diverse field of qualitative research I 

recommend the open access journal Forum: Qualitative Social Research. This journal usually emphasizes 

on methodological questions and recent developments in qualitative research combined with a great 

variety of research topics. 

 

 

 

 

 


